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SUMMARY
Estimating the structural weight of a Hybrid Wing Body (HWB) aircraft
during conceptual design has proven to be a significant challenge due to its uncon-
ventional configuration. Aircraft structural weight estimation is critical during the
early phases of design because inaccurate estimations could result in costly design
changes or jeopardize the mission requirements and thus degrade the concept’s over-
all viability. The tools and methods typically employed for this task are inadequate
since they are derived from historical data generated by decades of tube-and-wing
style construction. In addition to the limited applicability of these empirical mod-
els, the conceptual design phase requires that any new tools and methods be flexible
enough to enable design space exploration without consuming a significant amount
of time and computational resources. This thesis addresses these challenges by devel-
oping a parametric and physics-based modeling and simulation (M&S) environment
for the purpose of HWB structural weight estimation. The tools in the M&S envi-
ronment are selected based on their ability to represent the unique HWB geometry
and model the physical phenomena present in the centerbody section. The new M&S
environment is used to identify key design parameters that significantly contribute to
the variability of the HWB centerbody structural weight and also used to generate
surrogate models. These surrogate models can augment traditional aircraft sizing





Aircraft are typically configured as a “tube-and-wing” design where the main func-
tion of the tube, or fuselage, is containing the cargo or passengers and the wing is
the main mechanism for generating lift. For decades this configuration has proven
to be an effective and viable design and there has been little need for change. In-
cremental improvements in areas such as weight reduction, engine performance, and
aerodynamics have resulted in the production of increasingly larger and fuel efficient
aircraft. An example of these incremental improvements culminating in a recent
tube-and-wing design is the Boeing 787 Dreamliner, which consists of approximately
fifty percent composite materials by weight and claims to emit twenty percent less
emissions than any other aircraft of its size[36]. Using lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) as the
figure of merit, the impact of these evolutionary advancements over a long period of
tube-and-wing style construction can be seen in Figure 1. While there has been a
significant amount of improvement since the early days of flight, the last forty years
of data show no revolutionary improvement in the large jet category. Although they
have enabled the airline industry to endure fluctuating economic conditions and de-
manding environmental regulations, following a typical technology “S-curve” these
evolutionary improvements are more difficult to achieve successively over time due to
physics-based limitations.
In 1988, NASA engineer Dennis Bushnell posed the question: “Is there a renais-
sance for the long-haul transport?”[17]. Aircraft manufacturer McDonnell Douglas
1
Figure 1: A sample of aircraft L/D ratios between 1903 and 1998[2, 18, 4].
responded with a design study to create and evaluate unconventional aircraft config-
urations. One result of this early study is shown in Figure 2(a), where the wings are
blended around a pair adjacent tubes that serve as the fuselage. Preliminary results
showed the potential for a lighter design and higher L/D ratios when compared to a
conventional aircraft sized for the same mission. Cylindrical tubes were chosen since
they efficiently handled the internal pressure, but it became apparent that this con-
straint was driving the design back towards a conventional tube-and-wing. Requiring
the use of cylindrical cross-sections was eventually abandoned based on the assump-
tion that an alternative structural concept with non-circular cross-sections could be
developed with minimal weight penalties. This proved to be a critical design decision
and led to the more familiar configurations where high-lift wings are merged with
2
a wide airfoil shaped fuselage. This design is commonly referred to as the Hybrid
Wing Body (HWB), or Blended Wing Body (BWB). An example of this configura-
tion is Boeing’s BWB-450 design shown in Figure 2(b) which has shown the potential
for a thirty-two percent reduction in fuel burn per seat compared to a conventional
tube-and-wing aircraft[17]. Although the cost and risk associated with committing to
a radically new aircraft configuration can be prohibitive, NASA has recently estab-
lished a set of ambitious goals for the next generation of subsonic transport aircraft
including a seventy-five percent reduction in emissions and a forty percent reduction
in fuel burn[26]. These goals, coupled with economic instability and rising fuel costs,
have made unconventional configurations such as the HWB a more viable alterna-
tive since they potentially offer revolutionary performance benefits compared to their
tube-and-wing counterparts.
(a) Early 1988 configuration (b) Boeing BWB-450 configuration
Figure 2: Hybrid wing body configurations (a) after a 1988 McDonnell Douglas
design study and (b) a more recent Boeing configuration[17].
To enable an accurate evaluation of the HWB concept and a meaningful compar-
ison to traditional aircraft, the tools and methods used during conceptual design for
mission analysis and aircraft sizing should be capable of capturing the unique de-
sign characteristics of the configurations under study. It is during this initial design
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phase that first-order estimations are made that define the aircraft’s required size,
shape, and weight to perform the desired mission. Estimating the structural weight
of an aircraft during the early phases of design has traditionally been accomplished
by utilizing historical data generated by decades of tube-and-wing style construction.
Statistical curve-fit equations derived from this data are used to estimate an aircraft’s
empty weight given its type (e.g., jet transport) and estimated takeoff gross weight.
More sophisticated empirical methods decompose the aircraft into its various com-
ponents and can be a function of parameters such as planform area, wetted area,
and wing sweep angle. Regardless of the level of detail, their applicability is limited
to configurations that are present in the historical database which clearly presents a
problem when considering unconventional configurations such as the HWB.
The HWB will have some commonality with the tube-and-wing design, such as the
outboard wing section, and empirical relationships can be used when appropriate. Of
particular concern is the HWB centerbody section, which is the functional equivalent
of a tube-and-wing’s fuselage, which must perform as a wing but also contain internal
pressure. The use of non-circular cross-sections to contain pressure and the biaxial
loading conditions present in this component are a significant structural challenge.
While much effort has been devoted to developing innovative structural concepts to
satisfy these structural loading conditions, the abilities of current conceptual design
tools to model these concepts and their impact on the vehicle’s total structural weight
are limited. The uncertainty surrounding HWB centerbody weight estimates has been
identified as a “high-risk” item since inaccurate weight estimations could jeopardize
mission requirements and degrade the HWB’s overall viability[24].
The main factors challenging conceptual level HWB structural weight estimation
can be categorized into three general areas. These three areas are considered when
formulating research objectives and when constructing the modeling and simulation
environment.
4
1. Physics: The HWB centerbody section serves as both a wing and
a fuselage and presents unique loading conditions and structural require-
ments. The physics inherently embedded in historical data for either a
wing or fuselage do not capture this scenario.
2. Geometry: The HWB planform is unique in shape and size. The
structural layout in the centerbody section is not comparable to a con-
ventional wing or fuselage.
3. Computational Effort: During conceptual design the tools and
methods should be computationally inexpensive to enable design space
exploration.
Semi-empirical methods calibrated to historical data will be applicable to the
HWB outboard wings, where the structural layout and loading conditions will be
similar to those existing in the historical database, but major challenges are presented
by the HWB centerbody section from both a physics and geometric perspective. The
three-axis loading conditions are a critical design aspect and a function of both the
centerbody section and the outboard wings. The internal structural loads that result
from this loading condition are difficult to derive analytically, which is why many
approaches assumed a separate pressure shell concept in an attempt to decouple
the analysis. While theoretically derived semi-empirical approaches typically idealize
structural components as equivalent beams or plates, this approximation may not
be applicable in the centerbody section due to its size, depth, and unique structural
configuration.
As higher-order analysis tools are being applied during the conceptual design
phase, computational effort becomes a key consideration. During the iterative aircraft
sizing process the geometry and estimated gross weight will change several times,
and for each iteration a drag polar and empty weight estimate must be generated
to perform mission analysis. Higher-order tools, such as finite element analysis or
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computational fluid dynamics, are usually avoided during this initial sizing loop since
they require a significant amount of computation effort and are typically less robust.
Long execution times are a significant drawback and the geometry is typically not
yet of sufficient detail to produce such models.
While the ideal conceptual level HWB structural weight estimation tool would
employ geometry-driven and physics-based tools that are computationally inexpen-
sive, these attributes are often in direct conflict with one another. In order to improve
HWB structural weight estimation methods and enable design space exploration, a
modeling framework must be developed that provides an adequate balance between
these challenge areas.
1.2 Research Objectives
The work in this thesis addresses the current limitations to HWB structural weight es-
timation by formulating and implementing a parametric and physics-based modeling
and simulation (M&S) environment. The tools in the M&S environment are selected
based on their ability to represent the unique HWB geometry as well as their ability
to model the physical phenomena present in the centerbody section. This analysis
capability is intended to provide improved structural weight estimations and enable
a more accurate evaluation of the HWB concept. The main goals of this thesis can
be summarized by the three research objectives discussed below.
Objective 1: Develop a parametric and physics-based modeling and
simulation environment for HWB structural weight estimation.
With no historical data available for HWB type aircraft, the M&S environment
must utilize physics-based tools that adequately model the unique loading conditions
and structural configuration. In the context of aircraft structural weight estimation,
the term physics-based implies that the tools do not rely only on historical data,
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although they may be calibrated by it. The environment is intended for use during
conceptual design and therefore must be parametric in order to enable design space
exploration.
Objective 2: Identify the design parameters that dominate the variabil-
ity of the HWB centerbody structural weight.
Of particular interest throughout the course of this work is the HWB centerbody
section due to its novel design. The fuselage and wing components of a conventional
tube-and-wing aircraft can be virtually decoupled to simplify the analysis process,
at least during the conceptual design phase. This is not the case for the HWB and
it is important to study the relationship between the components in order to fully
understand the trades within the design space. Identifying parameters that have a
significant influence on certain aspects of the design is of critical importance during
conceptual design where the most design freedom exists. The goal of the second
research objective is to identify parameters of the HWB outboard wings that have a
significant impact on the centerbody structural weight and provide insight into the
interactions between the two components.
Objective 3: Provide a computationally inexpensive and robust alter-
native to the physics-based M&S environment.
Although the physics-based M&S environment developed as part of the first ob-
jective could be integrated into an aircraft sizing routine, it will most likely result in
undesirably long execution times. The goal of the third objective is to derive analyti-
cal models that can accurately replicate the results of the M&S environment but at a
fraction of the computational cost. These analytical models can augment traditional
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aircraft sizing routines to establish an initial design point which can then be refined
in the M&S environment.
1.3 Organization of Thesis
The general layout of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 provides relevant back-
ground material relating to traditional aircraft structural weight estimation, struc-
tural challenges of the HWB concept, and current HWB structural weight estimation
capabilities.
Formulation of the HWB structural weight estimation M&S environment is pre-
sented in Chapter 3. This chapter provides justification for the chosen analysis tools
and relevant assumptions relating to their use. A thorough description of the para-
metric geometry, the detail of the structural model, and the selected sizing criteria is
presented.
Validating the environment by applying the same process and tools to a number
of conventional aircraft wings is presented in Chapter 4. This chapter also includes a
mesh sensitivity study and definition and calibration of the baseline HWB aircraft.
Results from the M&S environment are presented in Chapter 5. A vehicle scaling
study is performed and compared to the results from another recently developed HWB
weight estimation methodology. This chapter also presents the key design parameters
identified by Research Objective 2 and the surrogate models that developed from
Research Objective 3.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. This chapter summarizes the contribu-




The intent of this chapter is to review any material that is relevant to this research
work and to provide a foundation for formulating the HWB modeling and simula-
tion environment. First, techniques for structural weight estimation of conventional
aircraft are examined to establish an understanding of their typical application and
limitations. Next, structural challenges presented by the HWB configuration are dis-
cussed in order to identify critical loading scenarios and potential structural concepts.
A review of current HWB structural weight estimation methodologies is provided in
the last section.
2.1 Overview Aircraft Weight Estimation
A brief examination of any aircraft performance calculation reveals that most are
influenced by the aircraft weight. Performance characteristics such as landing and
takeoff distances, range, and maximum velocity are adversely affected if the weight of
the aircraft increases. Niu[27] states that an additional pound of aircraft empty weight
may require an additional ten pounds of gross weight for an aircraft to maintain the
same performance characteristics. In addition to these impacts on performance, an
aircraft’s cost is typically related to its weight and inaccurate estimations could result
in severe economic consequences. During the conceptual design process, weight esti-
mation is a critical function since it is during this stage that an aircraft manufacturer
may guarantee a set of mission and economic characteristics to the customer.
Key factors affecting weight include the aircraft’s size and geometry, the internal
structural arrangement, the limit load factor, and the choice of material. Additional
characteristics that affect weight include things such as fuselage pressurization, fuel
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carried in the wing, or engine mounts and cutouts[15]. The challenge during con-
ceptual design is accounting for all these factors with limited knowledge about the
design. Most weight estimation procedures can account for the aircraft’s geometry,
structural arrangement, limit load factor, and materials since this information, or
at least a reasonable estimation, is usually available even during the early stages of
design. When secondary factors are considered the amount of information required
is typically unavailable but is usually accounted for by non-optimum factors derived
from historical data and model calibration.
2.1.1 Empirical and Semi-Empirical Methods
A variety of structural weight estimation methodologies exist for conventional aircraft
and are categorized into the three general groups seen in Table 1. The appropriate
method is usually determined by many factors including the design stage, the com-
plexity of the vehicle, and desired level of visibility. Statistical methods were among
the first to be developed and are still widely used as more aircraft are added to the
historical database from which they are derived. The simplest statistical methods
provide predictions of an aircraft’s empty weight given its type and estimated takeoff






WTO = aircraft takeoff gross weight
WE = aircraft empty weight
A, β = values determined from historical trends
Kvs = variable sweep factor
Example values for A and β for a conventional jet transport given by Raymer[30] are
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1.02 and -.06, respectively. The applicability of these types of relationships is usually
limited to the early stages of design given their level of abstraction, but they are
useful for first-order estimates of overall weight fractions and initial feasibility checks.
Table 1: Conventional aircraft weight estimation methodologies[5].
Method Description
Statistical
Parametric variations of statistical weight or physical feature re-
lationships. Usually given as a single fraction of WTO or at the
component level.
Semi-empirical
Weight estimates are generated from a theoretical foundation.
Non-optimum factors are applied to theoretical weight.
Actual Weight calculated given the part volume and material density.
More advanced statistical methods provide equations for estimating weight at the
functional group level such as the wing, horizontal tail, vertical tail, or fuselage as a
function of planform characteristics, applied loading, and aircraft takeoff gross weight.
These relationships are more useful for parametric analysis and trade studies since
they are sensitive to more degrees of freedom. The form of the statistical equation
must contain the appropriate terms to reflect changes in design parameters that have
a significant influence on the weight. As an example, the general form of the wing
weight equation given by Shanley[32] is
Wwing = A cos








Wwing = wing weight
Λc/4 = wing sweep at quarter-chord
Jlt = unit weight of leading and trailing edge structure in terms of wing
area
Swing = wing area
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and the relative size of the factors is shown in Table 2. The load term for bending is a
key driver of the total weight and together with the secondary structure may account
for as much as eighty-four percent of the total wing weight.
Table 2: Description and relative size of the terms in the general wing weight
equation[5].
Term Size Description
A cos2 Λc/4 <1% Rib flange term
B cos Λc/4 7% Rib shear size term plus rib shear load term
C/ cos Λc/4 9% Shear size and load terms plus rib shear size term
D/ cos2 Λc/4 59% Load term for bending
JltSwing 25% Secondary structure
After some substitutions and variable transformations the general wing weight
expression of Equation 1 can be written as
Wwing = K(WTOnu)
β1Sβ2wingAR








K, β = statistically determined constants
AR = aspect ratio
(t/c)r = airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio at the wing root
λ = wing taper ratio
(wbox/c)r = width of the structural wing box divided by the wing chord at the
root
Scs = area of wing mounted control surfaces
and the K and β are commonly determined using constrained regression methods
and historical data[34]. Although these statistical methods can be formulated using
sophisticated regression techniques, embedded in all of them are certain technology
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levels, manufacturing techniques, and variable bounds that constrain their applica-
bility.
Semi-empirical methods are another approach to weight estimation where the
theoretical weights of the most basic elements of the structure are determined and
then non-optimum factors and weight penalties are applied. The non-optimum factors
and weight penalties are used to correlate the theoretical weight to existing data and
account for things such as cutouts, splices and joints, and any other unique features of
the structural component under study. Secondary weight, such as leading and trailing
edges or control surfaces, can be determined separately using statistical techniques.
If derived and applied properly, semi-empirical methods provide more sensitivity to
the engineering parameters that drive the major component weights of a group and
enable more accurate trade studies and technology projections. An example of this
type of weight estimation methodology can be found in References [3] and [35].
2.1.2 Finite Element Model Based Methods
With advancements in computer processing power and Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
software, advanced structural analysis techniques such as Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) are common practice for aircraft design. Depending on the design stage and
available information, a Finite Element Model (FEM) will typically model the load-
carrying structure using idealized elements. Given the appropriate material and stiff-
ness properties, these idealized elements can represent the actual structure and de-
termine internal structural loads and optimum load paths. Since the actual structure
is modeled as idealized elements, weight estimation using FEMs is simply not a mat-
ter of the material density multiplied by the FEM volume. For example, a spar cap
modeled as a simple rod element will not include fillets, additional land for fasteners,
or any required splice plates. A number of calibration factors based on historical
data and an engineer’s experience will be applied to the theoretical FEM weight to
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determine an estimate of the actual as-built weight. The amount of actual weight
modeled by a FEM can vary greatly as shown in Figure 3 and can depend on the
type of structure as well as the detail of the model. Calibration factors of 1.25 to 2.0
are common values when predicting the actual weight as a function of the theoretical
FEM weight.
Figure 3: FEM theoretical weight as a percent of actual as-built weight[29].
A FEM based approach during conceptual design would be similar to a semi-
empirical technique where the theoretical weight of the load-carrying structure is
correlated to an estimate of the actual weight. The challenge with any analysis-based,
or physics-based, approach is accounting for all the design details and all of the criteria
that will eventually size the individual structural components. Non-optimum load
paths from structural cutouts will adversely affect the weight and other considerations
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such as damage criteria or fatigue are difficult to address during conceptual design.
However, basic strength and stiffness based methods will capture approximately sixty-
five to seventy-five percent of the total weight and are useful for predicting trends in
the design space[1]. In most cases, these challenges are exacerbated when using FEM
based methods because of the additional complexity of constructing the model itself,
although they may be well-suited for the hyperstatic nature of many unconventional
configurations.
2.2 Structural Considerations of the HWB Aircraft
Velicki[37] states that the primary challenge of the HWB configuration is producing
a centerbody section that is not only lightweight, but also economical to manufac-
ture. The HWB centerbody section presents a number of unique challenges since
it must perform as a wing, generating approximately twenty percent of the overall
lift, and also contain internal cabin pressure as a fuselage[39]. In conventional tube-
and-wing aircraft, these functions are virtually decoupled where the wing structure
is responsible for wing bending loads while a circular fuselage efficiently handles in-
ternal pressure through hoop stress. Mukhopadhyay[20] shows that in non-circular
cross-sections, such as those present in the HWB centerbody, large bending stresses
are induced from this internal pressure and present a critical loading condition. In
addition to this large out-of-plane pressure loading, during maneuvers the skin pan-
els of the centerbody section also experience in-plane biaxial loading conditions that
can be approximately equal in magnitude. This differs from a conventional circular
fuselage where the longitudinal direction is the dominant loading direction as a result
of empennage loads. This biaxial loading condition implies that the structural con-
cept employed in the centerbody section should have continuous load paths in each
direction as well as the capability to efficiently contain internal pressure[16, 40, 37].
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A wide variety of structural concepts have been proposed for the HWB center-
body. Some of the first HWB designs proposed by Liebeck[17] used traditional skin
and stringer arrangements where the stringers were approximately five to six inches
deep. In an attempt to take advantage of circular cross-sections, later designs used
separate pressures shells to contain the cabin pressure and a separate outer skin
to handle the wing bending loads as shown in Figure 4(a). Preliminary studies by
Mukhopadhyay[21] showed that this design was lighter than comparable flat sandwich
panel concepts but still almost twice as inefficient as a purely cylindrical structure.
While this separate pressure shell may partially decouple the internal pressure and
wing bending loads, it introduced a number of other challenges. The outer skin would
still need to be designed to contain the internal pressure in case of an inner skin failure
and would also need a sufficient level of bending stiffness to limit deformation that
could degrade aerodynamic performance[22]. The redundancy of the inner and outer
skin makes this concept much less weight efficient. Both light honeycomb material
and cross-ribbed concepts have been proposed to connect the inner and outer skin
but the large amount of honeycomb material required would create negative weight
penalties. It is also common in the aerospace industry to avoid honeycomb material
in primary flight structures due to debonding, local crippling, moisture egress, crack
propagation, and inspection problems[20].
Another structural concept for the HWB centerbody utilizes flat sandwich panels
where a deep sandwich shell with composite skins and honeycomb core simultaneously
handle the internal pressure and wing bending loads. While the deep sandwich shell
increases the cross-section’s bending stiffness in both the longitudinal and lateral
direction, large bending moments are induced on the relatively flat panels. Studies
revealed this concept to be heavier than the separate pressure shell and the use of
honeycomb material in the primary structure caused concern for the same reasons
mentioned above[21]. A notional example of this configuration can be seen in Figure
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(a) Separate pressure shell (b) Integrated skin and shell
(c) PRSEUS
Figure 4: Structural concepts considered for the HWB centerbody section include
a (a) separate pressure shell[17], (b) an integrated skin and shell[17], and (c) the
PRSEUS concept[40].
4(b).
Velicki[37] noted that a structural concept was needed that was tailored to the
complex three-axis loading conditions produced by the HWB pressure cabin. Evolv-
ing from the cross-ribbed separate pressure shell concept came what is known as the
Pultruded Rod Stitched Efficient Unitized Structure, or PRSEUS. This is an all com-
posite concept where the components are highly integrated and stitched together to
form a single element with more efficient load paths, lower part counts, and fewer
joints. The main components of the PRSEUS concept, shown in Figure 4(c), are a
composite skin, lateral frames with inner foam cores, and longitudinal stringers with
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pre-cured rods that increase the strength and stability of the panel section. Stitching
the components together provide a number of advantages such as forming a self-
supporting preform which eases manufacturing, arresting damage propagation, and
handling out-of-plane loads since it no longer relies primarily on bonded or co-cured
laminate interfaces[38]. Preliminary results by Velicki[39] show that this concept may
offer a twenty-eight weight savings as compared to sandwich panel designs.
2.3 Current HWB Structural Weight Estimation
Methodologies
Howe[13] develops an “empirically weighted theoretical approach” assuming that the
airframe weight may be first calculated primarily as a wing, and then corrections
and penalties are applied for the payload carrying centerbody. This semi-empirical
approach is derived from the author’s previous work referred to as the “F” method,
where first-order principles are used to determine the material required to resist the
spanwise bending moment and the stiffness needed to prevent overall compression
failure of the wing skin[12]. In application to the HWB, the planform is idealized
into an outer and inner wing where weight correction functions can be applied in-
dependently. Based on the result of an earlier HWB study by Smith[33], a separate
pressure shell concept is assumed for the centerbody section. Results for a notional
HWB configuration yield a structural weight fraction of approximately twenty-four
percent of maximum takeoff weight for light alloys, and eighteen percent for carbon
fiber-reinforced polymers.
Giles[9, 10] has developed an equivalent plate formulation to model and analyze
critical elements of metallic or composite wing structures during conceptual design.
The analysis procedure is based on the Ritz method, in which the deflection of the
structure is assumed to be described by a set of polynomial displacement functions.
The wing box structure is represented by an equivalent plate which consists of multi-
ple trapezoidal segments described by properties such as wing depth, airfoil camber,
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and skin thickness. The procedure became the Equivalent Laminated Plate Solution
(ELAPS) computer program and has been applied to a HWB configuration. Again,
a separate pressure shell concept was assumed where the outer centerbody skin will
carry only the wing bending loads[11]. The structural weight is determined by assum-
ing a material density, multiplying that be the volume of the equivalent plate model,
and applying a correction factor to the resulting weight. Giles recommends find-
ing this correction factor by applying this equivalent plate analysis to a pre-existing
aircraft with known structural weights.
Bradley[6] fits an equation to data generated from finite element analysis that
relates the HWB centerbody structural weight to the vehicle’s takeoff gross weight
and payload cabin area. A number of finite element models were created for a range
of HWB passenger classes consisting of the outboard wing box and centerbody skin,
ribs, and passenger deck. The finite element models used plate elements where the
strength and stiffness of the elements were equivalent to a skin and z-section stringer
concept. Load cases included a positive 2.5g maneuver with an assumed trapezoidal
lift distribution and internal cabin pressure. For each finite element model and for a
range of takeoff gross weights, the thickness of the shell elements were manually ad-
justed until a specified stress and deflection criteria were met. Changing the thickness
of the shell elements corresponds to adjusting parameters of the skin and z-section
stringer concept such as skin and stringer thicknesses, stringer depth, and stringer
spacing. This process generates trends for cabin weight as a function of takeoff gross
weight and cabin area. Regression analysis of this data provides the relationship
below
Wcabin = K × 0.316422(WTO)0.166552(Scabin)1.061158 (3)
where,
Wcabin = Weight of centerbody cabin structure
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K = calibration constant
Scabin = area of the passenger cabin
Using a Boeing proprietary study the calibration constant K was determined to be
approximately 5.7 to estimate the as-built structural weight. This approach was first
implemented in NASA’s Flight Optimization System (FLOPS) Version 6.03.
Gern[8] developed a scalable HWB centerbody weight estimation tool that inte-
grates a number of higher-order analysis tools. A parametric conceptual level FEM
represents the load-carrying structure of the centerbody and outboard wing sections
and a doublet-lattice aerodynamic module calculates the external loads for a +2.5g
and −1.0g maneuver. An internal cabin pressure load case is also considered the ele-
ment thicknesses are optimized until all strength and deflection criteria are satisfied.
The FEM theoretical weight is calibrated to a Boeing study to provide estimates of
the actual as-built structural weight. The main advantage of this type of procedure




FORMULATION OF MODELING AND SIMULATION
ENVIRONMENT
This chapter provides the theoretical background and overall approach to formulating
the HWB structural weight estimation M&S environment. The first section discusses
the process used to define the overall framework of the environment as well as the
justification for the selection of any existing analysis tools. The remaining sections de-
scribe each modeling component in more detail and include any relevant assumptions
about the analysis tool itself or how it is applied in the overall environment.
3.1 Definition of Modeling Components and Selection of
Analysis Tools
The background information presented in Chapter 2 serves as the foundation for for-
mulating an approach to HWB structural weight estimation. The applicability of
empirical aircraft weight estimation methodologies is clearly limited since there is
currently no database of HWB aircraft to derive the statistical relationships. Certain
components of the HWB aircraft, such as the outboard wing, are geometrically similar
to existing designs and empirical methods may be applicable, but other aspects may
not be so comparable. Things such as the spanwise load distribution or the amount
of lift produced by only the outboard wing sections may be difficult to estimate and
may not compare with the physics embedded in the historical data. Semi-empirical
methods can better represent the physics of the problem and are typically more sen-
sitive to parameters that significantly affect the structural weight. These methods
usually rely upon idealizing the structure as beams or plates so that basic structural
analysis methods can be applied. The HWB centerbody poses a challenge for this
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type of approach given its size, depth, structural configuration, and complex loading
conditions. FEM based methods are becoming more common and successful applica-
tions have been shown by Gern[8] and Padula[28], among others. The main challenges
to overcome with this type of approach are the complexity of creating the model and
the robustness of the numerical solution.
The first step is defining the general modeling components within the M&S en-
vironment and its overall architecture. This process begins by first identifying the
objective of the environment (i.e., structural weight) and determining the information
needed to achieve the desired objective. This process was continued in a “bottom-
up” fashion using the previously defined modeling component as the objective. This
bottom-up formulation can be seen on the left side of Figure 5 where structural
weight was the initial objective. In order to estimate the structural weight a struc-
tural sizing routine is needed to size the design parameters of the structural model.
The structural sizing routine will require a set of internal loads that result from the
externally applied loads for each considered load case. These external loads are ap-
plied to a structural model that is derived from the aircraft’s geometry. The general
components of the M&S environment identified using this bottom-up approach are
integrated and then implemented in a “top-down” fashion. The general function, or
task, of each component can be seen on the right side of Figure 5, starting with the
aircraft geometry and ending with the structural weight.
With the general M&S components defined, specific analysis tools can be selected
that will provide the needed information. There are many things to consider when
choosing the appropriate analysis tools. First and foremost, they must represent
the given problem in terms of the general challenge areas discussed in Section 1.1.
Any structural analysis tools must be capable of capturing the three-axis loading
conditions present in the HWB centerbody section resulting from the internal cabin
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Figure 5: Formulation and implementation of the M&S environment.
techniques may sometimes prescribe a lift distribution and size the wing box by a
“station-cut” analysis where the wing box is sized at a number of spanwise stations.
Given the size and shape of the centerbody section, the freedom to size the structure
as a function of both the spanwise and chordwise position will be a critical feature. In
addition to these requirements, the structural analysis tools must be able to consider
advanced materials and structural concepts such as PRSEUS. A matrix of alternatives
was constructed to first identify potential analysis tools and can be seen in Table 3.
The first column of the matrix is the general components in the M&S environment
and each row contains the potential analysis tools.
While it is important that the geometry modeling and analysis tools are capa-
ble of capturing the physics of the problem, there are additional aspects to consider
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Table 3: Matrix of alternatives for selection of the analysis tools in M&S environment.

































when selecting the various analysis tools. When integrating a number of indepen-
dently developed analysis tools, translation of the data and preparation of the input
files from one component to another is inevitable. Using analysis tools where the in-
put and output data from one modeling component to the next is of a similar format
should ease the data transfer process since large data transformations can be avoided.
For example, a high-order computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code will typically
construct the outer mold line (OML) with a fine grid of x, y, and z points. If the struc-
tural model is idealized as a simple beam with aerodynamic loads distributed along a
spanwise reference line such as the wing quarter-chord, a large data transformation is
required to translate the pressure coefficients on the detailed aerodynamic grid to the
simple structural model. These types of large data transformations can be avoided
and the integration process simplified if all the analysis tools use the same type of
data format and coordinate system. More simply put, the format used to define the
model and the required level of detail should be similar between all the various anal-
ysis tools. In addition to simplifying the integration process, the advantages of using
a high-order aerodynamic tool may be less significant if used in conjunction with a
low-order structural model, or vice-versa. For example, depending on the detail of
the structural model the theoretical weight estimated by a semi-empirical or FEM
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based wing weight methodology may require a calibration factor on the order of 1.5
to 2.0. If the use of a high-order aerodynamic tool results in only a small change
in this calibration factor, it may be unnecessary considering its added complexity
and computational cost. Additional considerations may include things such as the
availability of the tool, previous examples of successful application, or its capability
to be executed in automation mode.
The purpose of the geometry component is to define the planform and OML and
to provide this information to the other analysis components. The geometry must
be parametric and it should ideally be defined by parameters that are typically im-
portant to aircraft design engineers during the conceptual design stage. While CAD
software such as CATIA and SolidWorks have been applied in integrated multidisci-
plinary analysis environments, they were deemed too complex for this research effort
and their availability was limited. Vehicle Sketch Pad (VSP) is an open source para-
metric aircraft geometry tool developed by NASA where aircraft models are defined
by common aircraft engineering parameters such as wing area, aspect ratio, taper
ratio, etc. VSP also provides the capability to export the geometric models to many
different file formats which then can be easily translated for use by a variety of aero-
dynamic analysis tools.
The structural modeling component will be responsible for creating the inter-
nal structural arrangement of the HWB aircraft given the OML from the geometry
component. A FEM based approach provides a better representation of both the
load-carrying structure and the internal load paths, particularly in the centerbody
section. The selected structural modeling tool is MSC Patran which is a common
FEA pre/post-processing program in the aerospace industry. Patran provides its
own custom scripting language that can be used to run the program in batch mode.
Given that the environment is intended for use during the conceptual design phase,
the stringers and frames of any stiffened panels will not be discretely modeled but
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rather their stiffness properties will be represented by an equivalent thin plate. This
greatly simplifies the FEM construction process and allows any stringer or frame
variables to remain free for structural sizing.
Component Requirements Selected tool 
Geometry 
•Parametric OML 
•Defined by planform parameters 





•Executable in batch mode 
•Custom scripting language 





•Potential flow assumptions for aerodynamic loads 
•Computationally efficient and robust 
•Appropriate for thick centerbody airfoil 
PMARC 
Internal loads 
•Compatible with structural modeling tool 
•Widely utilized by academia and industry 




•Considers advanced materials and structural concepts 
•Vast library of traditional failure modes 
•Easily iterates with internal loads tool 
HyperSizer 
Figure 6: Selected tools for the M&S environment.
With the geometry and structural model defined, the next step is determining
the external loads for all the considered load cases. A more thorough discussion
will be had in Section 3.4 regarding the considered load cases, but for now the fo-
cus is on selection of an appropriate aerodynamic tool for the purpose of generating
aerodynamic loads during a specified maneuver. As mentioned earlier, it is common
for semi-empirical wing weight estimation methods to prescribe a lift distribution
rather than deriving one from an aerodynamic analysis. A elliptical, triangular, or
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Schrenk distribution can usually be used to determine the spanwise loading of conven-
tional subsonic transport wings for preliminary structural analysis. Due to the HWB
planform shape and centerbody size, a lift distrusting that is a function of only the
spanwise location may not be of sufficient detail. Obtaining a more representative lift
distribution is done by incorporating a suitable physics-based aerodynamic analysis
tool given the size, shape, and thickness of the HWB. Very high-order CFD tools
such as OVERFLOW or STAR-CCM may provide more accurate results, but their
complexity and computational cost make them infeasible for the desired approach.
Since lift is the primary concern, aerodynamic tools based on potential flow theory
will be capable of providing a representative lift distribution while also improving the
computational speed and robustness of the aerodynamic modeling component. Panel
Method Ames Research Center (PMARC) is a three-dimensional aerodynamic panel
code based on potential flow theory. While more complex than a vortex-lattice code
such as VORLAX, it is capable of more accurately modeling the HWB centerbody
with its airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio of fifteen to seventeen percent. Also, the coor-
dinates of the panels in the aerodynamic model will more closely match those of the
structural model and simplify the loads transfer process between the two dissimilar
meshes.
With the structural model and external loads defined, the internal loads for sizing
the structure can be determined. During conceptual and even preliminary design,
coarsely meshed structural models are typically used to derive the internal loads using
a linear static solution. While many FEA tools are available to perform this task,
it was decided that a commercial tool that is widely utilized by both academia and
industry should be chosen to avoid verification and validation of the tool itself. Since
the selected structural modeling tool, Patran, works conveniently with MSC Nastran,
this FEA tool was chosen to determine the internal loads for structural sizing.
Sizing the structure to determine the structural weight is the last step in the
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M&S environment. While most commercial FEA tools have their own design and
optimization routines, they are typically used to only size the thickness of the elements
or the cross-sectional area. HyperSizer by Collier Research was chosen since it easily
integrates with Nastran and has a vast library of stiffened panel concepts and failure
modes. After sizing the structure, HyperSizer will update the material properties
in the FEM and rerun the FEA analysis to update the internal loads. This process









Figure 7: M&S environment design structure.
The overall structure of the M&S environment can be seen in Figure 7 and is inte-
grated using Phoenix Integration’s ModelCenter. The process begins with definition
of the HWB cabin and outboard wing. A VSP model is constructed providing the
OML to both Patran and PMARC. The aerodynamic loads determined by PMARC
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will then be transferred to the FEM by a discrete data transfer algorithm. Finally, the
iterative sizing process between Nastran and HyperSizer will determine the structural
weight and report the results. The following sections describe each of the modeling
components in more detail and any relevant assumptions regarding their application.
3.2 Parameterization of HWB Outer Mold Line
The M&S environment begins with definition of the HWB planform and OML using
VSP. While more recent versions of VSP included modifications for generating HWB
models, it was found to be difficult to produce scalable and smooth planform shapes
with a limited number of design variables. For this reason, a custom procedure was
developed that would write a VSP file as a simple wing component rather than using
the HWB module. The HWB planform is divided into the four different sections
shown in Figure 8. The sections are abbreviated as shown in the legend and any
parameters with these abbreviations as subscripts specify which section the parameter
is associated with. The red centerbody section is the pressurized passenger cabin
and will be sized by the number of passengers or amount of cargo. The outboard
wing section in green can be specified independently of the centerbody section since
it is shaped as a conventional wing. If an existing wing was to be used for the
outboard wing section, this allows the dimensions to be specified and then attached
to the centerbody section by the trapezoidal wing section shown in blue. The rear
centerbody section shown in gray is not pressurized and is where any engines may be
attached or embedded.
The HWB cabin is first sized by the number of passengers of amount of cargo
using the methodology developed by Bradley[6] to determine the cabin length (lcabin),
cabin width (wcabin), centerbody root chord length (cr,cb), and centerbody tip chord
length (ct,cb). Note that cr,cb and ct,cb include the length of the centerbody and rear
centerbody sections and are determined by the airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio and
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Figure 8: HWB planform groups shown by color.
required cabin height. Piecewise cubic splines are used to define the blended leading
and trailing edges of the HWB planform and the control points can be seen in Figure
9. Assuming that the nose of the aircraft is located at the origin, the first two control




































LE + ct,cb (4f)
where ΛLE,cb is the sweep angle of the centerbody leading edge. With the centerbody
control points defined, the next step is positioning of the outboard wing section.
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Figure 9: Variables used to define the planform leading and trailing edges and the
outboard wing.
The position of the outboard wing section will be affected by many things such
as the structural arrangement and stability and control considerations. The main
assumption in this procedure is that a point along the root of the outboard wing
section (xr,ow) will align with the rear wall of the centerbody and is specified as a
fraction of root chord length of the outboard wing (cr,ow). With the longitudinal
position now fixed, the lateral position is found by the intersection of the leading
edge of the outboard section and a line extending from the centerbody leading edge
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and shown in Figure 9. These outboard wing control points are determined by





which can be used to determine the third leading and trailing edge controls points
and define all the points used for construction of the piecewise cubic splines. The
third control points can be positioned down the span of the outboard wing section to
control the transition between the trapezoidal and outboard wing section. A piecewise
cubic spline defining the leading edge of the centerbody and trapezoidal wing section
can now be generated where the slope at (x, y)
(1)
LE is zero and the slope at (x, y)
(3)
LE
equals the leading edge sweep angle of the outboard wing section (ΛLE,ow). The same
procedure is used for the trailing edge but the slope at (x, y)
(3)
LE must equal the trailing
edge sweep angle of the outboard wing section. The leading and trailing edge control
points at the tip of the outboard wing section are determined by the span (bow),






















and are used to create linear leading and trailing edges for the outboard wing section.
A similar procedure can be performed to create a HWB planform with a linear center-
body leading edge rather than a blended one as shown in Figure 10. If using a linear
centerbody leading edge the length and width of the flight deck must be specified and
a cubic spline is used to define the leading edge.
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(a) Blended (b) Linear
Figure 10: The two types of centerbody leading edge types are a (a) blended and
(b) linear leading edge.
With the HWB planform fully defined, an OML can be generated by VSP given
an airfoil stack that describes the airfoils as a function of the span location. The
planform is sliced into a number of sections and at each section the coordinates
of the OML are determined given the section chord length and normalized airfoil
coordinates. The airfoil stack must contain at least two airfoils and two-dimensional
linear interpolation is used to determine the airfoil coordinates if the planform section
is between the airfoil stations given in the airfoil stack. An example of a VSP model
generated using this procedure can be seen in Figure 11.
Only a small number of parameters defining the centerbody cabin and outboard
size are needed to define the HWB planform. The procedure is fully scalable and
allows a fixed outboard wing section to be logically positioned even as the passenger
cabin changes size. Table 4 summarizes all the design variables that define the HWB
planform and OML. The HWB VSP is provided to both the structural and aerody-
namic model in the form of a Hermite file. This file defines the OML of the model
by specifying the x, y, and z-coordinates at a number of spanwise stations.
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(a) Isometric (b) Top
(c) Front (d) Left
Figure 11: An example HWB VSP model using the procedure developed for the
M&S environment.
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Table 4: Design variables defining the HWB planform and OML.
Variable Description
ΛLE,cb Sweep angle of centerbody leading edge
lcabin Length of centerbody cabin
wcabin Width of centerbody cabin
(t/c)r,cb Thickness-to-chord ratio at root of centerbody
(t/c)t,cb Thickness-to-chord ratio at tip of centerbody
bow Span of outboard wing section
ΛLE,ow Sweep angle of outboard wing leading edge
ΛLE,ow Sweep angle of outboard wing leading edge
cr,ow Chord length at root of outboard wing
ct,ow Chord length at tip of outboard wing
(t/c)r,ow Thickness-to-chord ratio at root of outboard wing
φow Twist angle at tip of outboard wing
θow Dihedral angle of outboard wing
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3.3 Structural Parameterization and Finite Element
Modeling
With the HWB VSP model providing the OML, the next step in the M&S environ-
ment is defining the internal structure and constructing the FEM. The procedure
begins by first defining the internal structural components in each one of the HWB
sections shown in Figure 8. A custom modeling component was developed that will
determine the boundary points of the structure given the component’s beginning and
ending points. For example, defining a wing spar only requires the spar’s beginning
and ending points in terms of its x- and y-coordinates. The points are usually normal-
ized by the wing semispan and local chord length so all the coordinates are between
zero and one. The main advantage to this approach is that almost all the internal
structural components can be defined this way, providing a very fast way of specifying
new components since small pieces of code can be reused. Figure 12 shows the result
of this structural layout routine with the skin and floor panels in the centerbody
section not shown. Currently the M&S environment only models the load-carrying
structure of the HWB aircraft since it will account for the majority of the structural
weight. Accounting for secondary structure is a challenge since the critical loads for
this type of structure may be difficult to determine with a conceptual level struc-
tural model. Vertical tails are not modeled at this point for the same reason. The
assumption with this approach is that the load-carrying structure will provide useful
global trends in the design space with only a limited number of critical load cases.
The following paragraphs discuss in greater detail what parts of the HWB structure
are considered, the available design variables, and any relevant assumptions.
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Figure 12: Structural layout of notional HWB configuration.
The HWB outboard wing shape and structural arrangement is similar to a con-
ventional aircraft. The structural wingbox consists of a front and rear spar, multiple
evenly spaced ribs that are perpendicular to the rear spar, and an upper and lower
wing skin. Structural design parameters include the location of the front and rear
spars as a percent of the chord length and the rib spacing. Typical locations of the
front and rear spars are twelve and sixty percent, respectively.
(a) Internal structure (b) Skin panels
Figure 13: Structure of the outboard wing section.
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The trapezoidal wing structure transitions between the centerbody and outboard
wing and consists of multiple spars, ribs, and an upper and lower skin. One spar
is always attached between the rear spar of the outboard wing and rear wall of the
centerbody cabin and serves as the main load-carrying component. Another spar is
attached to the front spar of the outboard wing and the side-wall of the centerbody.
Front and rear spar locations are specified as a percent chord and the front spar
is allowed to break at the midpoint if a blended leading edge is used to maintain
a reasonable depth. This feature is shown in Figure 14(a). Intermediate spars are
inserted if the distance between the required spars is greater than some specified
allowance. Ribs are oriented in the streamwise direction and are evenly spaced.
(a) Internal structure (b) Skin panels
Figure 14: Structure of the trapezoidal wing section.
The HWB centerbody is the most unique structural feature of the aircraft and the
most difficult to model since it must handle wing bending loads as a wing and inter-
nal cabin pressure as a fuselage. Although circular cross-sections efficiently contain
pressure loads through hoop stress, utilizing a separate inner skin to contain pressure
and an outer skin to maintain the aerodynamic shape and handle wing bending loads
does not provide a weight efficient solution. For this reason, a single outer skin is used
for the centerbody and advanced structural concepts and materials will be utilized
to achieve the desired weight efficiency. A curved leading edge skin, shown in Figure
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15(b), is used to contain the internal pressure rather than a flat front spar that is
the full depth of the OML. Large bay walls are modeled that divide the cabin bays
and decrease the span distance for the pressure containing skins. Some landing gear
support structure is modeled and the lower skin is cutout where the landing gear bay
doors would be located. This was done in order to provide a more realistic load path
in the lower skin since the landing gear bay doors would typically not be considered
as part of the load-carrying structure. Although not shown in Figure 15(a), a main
cabin floor is modeled and is positioned based on a desired cabin height. Although
a cabin floor is typically not considered a load-carrying structure, it was modeled in
this approach since the floor would provide a support point for the cabin side and
rear walls. By decreasing the span distance, this additional support decreases the
bending moments induced in the cabin side and rear walls when containing internal
pressure. In the areas above the nose and main landing gear bays, the floor panels
are also responsible for containing the internal pressure. The floor containing the
internal pressure in some areas was the reason for modeling some of the landing gear
structure since it provides additional support in those areas. An upper and lower skin
and bulkhead make up the flight deck structure. Structure design parameters in the
centerbody include the number of cabin bays, the location of the front spar, and the
size of the landing gear bays.
The rear centerbody section is not pressurized and consists of upper and lower
skins, rear bay walls, and a rear spar. The rear bay walls are defined by the location
of the centerbody bay walls and the rear spar location is specified as a percent chord
of the centerline chord length.
With the structural arrangement and the boundary points of all the structural
components defined, the finite element model can be constructed in Patran. An
automated procedure written in the Patran Command Language (PCL) will create the
structural geometry using the boundary points of the structural components defined
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(a) Internal structure (floor panels not shown) (b) Skin panels
Figure 15: Structure of the centerbody section.
(a) Internal structure (b) Skin panels
Figure 16: Structure of the rear centerbody section.
by the structural arrangement procedure. The boundary points are used to create
upper and lower curves which are then used to create the surface of the structural
component. These upper and lower curves eventually become the spar or rib caps and
the surface becomes the spar or rib web. Using these curves the skin panels can be
created by identifying which curves enclose a skin surface. All spar and rib webs and
skin panels are meshed with quadrilateral CQUAD4 elements having plate properties
and triangular CTRIA3 elements are used in transition areas. Although avoiding the
use of CTRIA3 elements would be ideal since they typically overestimate the stiffness,
this is a consequence of the automated meshing routine and the desired robustness
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of the overall procedure. Also, some parts might sometimes be modeled with pure
shear elements, such as the rib webs, but this usually required a more tedious meshing
process which was difficult to achieve within the automated environment. Spar and
rib caps are modeled with CBAR elements. Stiffeners are not discretely modeled
but the equivalent properties of any stiffened panels will be reflected in the element’s
plate properties. This allows for structural sizing variables such as stringer spacing
or height to be free during structural sizing. This process results in a FEM such as
the one shown in Figure 17.
(a) Internal structure (b) Skin panels
Figure 17: FEM mesh of notional HWB configuration.
The M&S currently only considers symmetric load cases so the FEM models half
of the structure and symmetric boundary conditions are applied at the centerline.
In addition to these symmetric boundary conditions, the model must be constrained
in the z-direction since external forces applied the maneuver loads will not equal
the modeled weight plus its inertia (i.e., the loads are not balanced). A nodal dis-
placement constraint is placed near the rear cabin wall where a significant amount of
structure is located in order to distribute the concentrated reactions forces and limit
the influence on the structural sizing routine. Obtaining an initial set of internal loads
for the structural sizing routine requires applying temporary material properties to
the FEM. Aluminum 7075 is applied to the entire model to generate the first set
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of internal loads. After the structure has been sized, the materials will be updated
accordingly. At the end of the FEM construction process, the nodes and elements on
the FEM OML are exported to the structural loads modeling component to enable
the aerodynamic/structure data transfer process.
3.4 External Loads
Thousands of load cases will eventually be used to size the various structural com-
ponents and include flight loads, ground handling loads, propulsion system loads,
landing loads, fuel slosh, and many more. An advantage of purely statistical weight
estimation methodologies is that all of these load cases are accounted for in the his-
torical data. On the other hand, a physic-based approach requires that each of these
load cases be identified and modeled one by one. This problem is exacerbated by the
limited amount of knowledge available during the early phases of design. For this
research effort, a limited number of load cases were selected assuming they would ac-
count for a majority of the structural weight and provide useful trends in the design
space.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the internal cabin pressure presents a critical loading
condition for the HWB centerbody and must be included to appropriately size the cen-
terbody structure. Nominal HWB cabin pressure during normal operation is assumed
to be 9.2 pounds per square inch (psi) with an ultimate cabin pressure of 18.4 psi
(2P )1[19]. The ultimate 2P cabin pressure load is a static load case and accounts for
all safety factors. Two symmetric maneuver load cases are considered and are based
on the regulations found in Federal Aviation Regulations Part 25 Section 337. These
regulations specify maneuvering limit load factors (n) of positive 2.5 and negative
1.0 times the design maximum takeoff weight, respectively, at design cruise speeds.
Both of these maneuvers will include a nominal cabin pressure of 1P . During each
1P=9.2 psi
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of these load cases, an equal and opposite inertia load will be applied to the model
to capture bending relief from the modeled airframe, fuel in the outboard wing, and
cabin payload. The payload weight is determined by the number of passengers and
is evenly distributed across the cabin floor using concentrated mass elements. The
fuel weight in the outboard wing is determined by finding the approximate volume
between each outboard wing rib and multiplying it by a fuel volume efficiency factor
of 0.9 and an assumed fuel weight of 6.8 pounds per gallon. A summary of the load
cases is provided in Table 5. Both maneuver load cases are performed at the design
cruise speed and maximum takeoff weight.


















3 N/A 18.4 N/A 1.0
Each maneuver load case requires an aerodynamic analysis to derive the aerody-
namic loads that are applied to the structural model. The panel code PMARC was
selected for this application for its computational speed and robustness. Although it
is based on potential flow theory, assuming inviscid, incompressible, and irrotational
flow, it is still suitable for deriving aerodynamic loads for structural analysis and
is also capable of modeling the thickness of the centerbody airfoil. PMARC uses a
time-stepping wake model, but for the purposes of this research an initial wake was
specified two wingspans downstream from the trailing edge assuming this would pro-
vide steady-state results. A PMARC input file is generated from the VSP geometry
and given the flight conditions, limit load factor, wing reference area, and vehicle
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CL,req = required lift coefficient
n = limit load factor
ρ∞ = freestream density
V∞ = freestream velocity
Swing = wing area
and the freestream conditions are determined by the altitude and Mach number (M∞).
Since PMARC is limited to incompressible flow, the inverse of the Prandtl-Glauert
compressibility correction is used to obtain a new required lift coefficient determined
by






C ′L,req = required lift coefficient corrected for compressibility effects
Minc = incompressible Mach number used for PMARC analysis
PMARC is then executed at an upper and lower angle of attack (α) to develop a linear
relationship between CL and α. These two data points are used to determine the
angle of attack required to achieve C ′L,req. For each load case, PMARC is executed at
the required angle of attack using an incompressible Mach number and the pressure
coefficients (Cp) at each panel are extracted. These pressure coefficients are then
transformed by the Prandtl-Glauert compressibility correction to obtain the pressure
coefficients that will be used to determine the loads for the structural model. This










C ′p = incompressible pressure coefficient
Cp = pressure coefficient
The resulting pressure coefficients provide the required CL for the given maneuver and
are eventually integrated over the area of the panel to determine forces and moments
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Figure 18: Process used for determining the aerodynamic loads and transferring
them to the structural model.
Transferring the aerodynamic results to the structural model is accomplished by
the code Discrete Data Transfer Between Dissimilar Meshes (DDTBDM)[31]. The
pressure coefficients on the aerodynamic model are integrated and transferred to the
structural model as equivalent forces and moments. On the outboard and trapezoidal
wing sections, the loads are transferred to only where spars or ribs exist, rather than
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directly to the skin as seen in Figure 19. In the centerbody and rear centerbody
sections, the loads are transferred directly to the skin.
Figure 19: Force vectors on the structural model for the +2.5g load case (moments
not shown).
Not shown is an additional step required where the original PMARC results are
transferred to a refined aerodynamic mesh. Due to limitations on the number of
panels within PMARC the aerodynamic mesh is much coarser than the structural
mesh, especially in the centerbody section. If this original PMARC mesh is used for
the loads transfer, concentrated forces arise on the structural model that coincides
with the corner points of the PMARC panels. To remedy this, the PMARC mesh is
refined so that the centerbody panels are approximately equal in size the structural
mesh size, and the original Cp values are interpolated to the refined mesh. Although
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the DDTBDM tool provides the capability to transfer the deflections back to the aero-
dynamic model after structural analysis, a rigid-body aerodynamic model is assumed
and aeroelastic effects are not considered.
3.5 Finite Element Analysis and Structural Sizing
Determining the internal structural loads for structural sizing is accomplished by
finite element analysis. Nastran is the FEA tool selected for this research given its
extensive use by both industry and academia. A linear static solution is performed
given the structural model created by Patran and the loads generated by PMARC.
Depending on the size of both the aircraft and the structural mesh, the analysis can
usually be executed in less than one minute. The result of this analysis is the internal
loads at each element in the FEM which are then extracted by the structural sizing
routine.
Sizing the structure and determining the structural weight is done by HyperSizer
developed by Collier Research. HyperSizer extends classical laminated plate theory
to stiffened panels by “smearing” the stiffness properties into an equivalent plate[7].
This allows structural cross-sections with general shapes and materials to be analyzed
as plates and used in a vehicle-scale finite element analysis. HyperSizer will determine
the equivalent stiffness of a panel or beam and solve for the strains and curvatures











{ε} = vector of membrane strains
{k} = vector of bending strains
[A] = extensional stiffness matrix
[B] = bending stiffness matrix
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[D] = bending-extensional coupling stiffness matrix
{N} = vector of membrane loads
{M} = vector of bending moments
Design-to membrane loads {N} and bending moments {M} are determined by a
statistical loading method using the element loads and moments that are part of the
larger panel. A stiffened panel or beam in HyperSizer will consist of many elements
in the FEM and a single set of design-to loads must be derived. This is done by
finding the average of all the element loads in the panel and choosing the number of
standard deviations from the mean to use as the design-to load. As an example, the














Nx,T = area weighted average tensile membrane load
N
(i)
x,T = tensile membrane load of i
th element
A(i) = area of ith element
Atotal = total area of all elements
σNx,T = area weighted standard deviation of tensile membrane loads
and the statistical loading options are 0σ (mean), 1σ, and 2σ. This statistical loading
methodology provides an added level of conservatism the design-to loads in addition
to the safety factor of 1.5.
After defining the variables bounds on each of the parameters describing a partic-
ular structural concept, HyperSizer will generate a pool of candidate designs and sort
them on their unit weight. HyperSizer will analysis each candidate using the design-
to loads, starting with the lightest solution, and continue until it reaches a design
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that provides positive margins of safety for all specified failure criteria. Variables for
stiffened panels include skin, web, and flange thicknesses, overall panel height, flange
widths, stiffener spacing and height, etc. The candidate designs are created by a full
factorial combination of all the cross-sectional parameters at a given number of levels,
although this can lead to the number of candidates to quickly become unmanageable.
A balance must be achieved between the number of candidate designs and ensuring
that the variable bounds are suitable for a wide range of vehicle sizes.
HyperSizer provides an extensive library of failure criteria but only a select few
were chosen in order to improve execution time. The active failure criteria are de-
scribed below and apply to both panels and beams.
Panel buckling Overall buckling of the stiffened panel where the buckling
lengths are determined by the location of the elements that make up the
panel. Buckling lengths are automatically updated if needed, such as the
spanwise buckling length of the panels along the centerline if a bay wall
it not present.
Local buckling Each object in the stiffened panel is independently an-
alyzed for local buckling by treating each object as a simply supported
plate or shell. This includes the flanges, webs, skin sections between stiff-
eners, etc. Local buckling is treated as a failure, except for the PRSEUS
concept where local postbuckling of the skin is permitted up to a fraction
of the ultimate load.
Crippling The collapse of short, thin-walled columns after the web and
flanges have locally buckled. Johnson-Euler buckling interaction is used
for metallics and MIL-HDBK-17-3E for composites.
Isotropic strength (metallic) Material strength of all objects in longi-
tudinal, transverse, and shear directions. The von Mises yield criterion is
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also included.
Maximum strain (composite) Maximum strain in the longitudinal,
transverse, and shear directions. Tsai-Hill interaction if using discrete
laminates.
Each panel and beam component will be sized independently which results in
discontinuous stringer spacing or height between panels. Although these variables can
be linked within HyperSizer, this feature dramatically increases the execution time
and was not utilized for this research. The independently sized panels and beams
included in the model are shown in Figure 20, where the various color represent the
components.
(a) Panels (b) Beams
Figure 20: Example of the independently sized panel and beams components in a
HyperSizer model.
After the structural components have been sized, the equivalent stiffness properties
are updated in the FEM and the structural analysis is repeated to obtain new internal
loads. This process continues until the internal loads, and hence structural weight,
converge. Convergence is usually achieved after three iterations. The total structural
weight will be
Wairframe = KowWow +KtwWtw +KcbWcb +KrcWrc (12)
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where,
Wairframe = total airframe structural weight
Kow = calibration factor for outboard wing section
Wow = structural weight of outboard wing section
Ktw = calibration factor for trapezoidal wing section
Wtw = structural weight of trapezoidal wing section
Kcb = calibration factor for centerbody section
Wcb = structural weight of centerbody section
Krc = calibration factor for rear centerbody section
Wrc = structural weight of rear centerbody section
and the calibration factors are yet to be determined.
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CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION OF MODELING AND SIMULATION
ENVIRONMENT
This chapter describes implementation of the M&S environment by first examining
the impact the structural mesh size has on the weight results. Next, the same overall
process and tools discussed in Chapter 3 are applied to a number of conventional
aircraft wings for model validation. The last section of this chapter describes the
baseline configuration used to determine the calibration factors in Equation 12.
4.1 Mesh Sensitivity Study
The convergence of any numerical process should always be verified to avoid erroneous
results. The trends developed by the M&S environment should be a function of only
the physics of the problem and not be a function of the mesh size. The structural
mesh of the FEM is of primary concern since it will have the most significant impact
on the design-to loads used by HyperSizer for structural sizing. The baseline HWB
configuration, described later in Section 4.3, was created to investigate the sensitivity
of the structural weight with respect to the structural mesh size and statistical loading
options. The mesh size of the FEM was varied between 4 and 24 inches with all other
parameters held constant and the change in weight of each section was observed. For
each HWB section , the data is presented as a percentage of the section’s maximum
structural weight, which always results in the 4 inch mesh size and 2σ loading con-
ditions being one hundred percent. In this way, both the sensitivity of the structural
weight with respect to the mesh size and the relative difference between the statistical
loading options are clearly observable.
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The results of this study are presented in Figures 21 through 24. One of the most
noticeable observations is the impact of the statistical loading methods, where the
0σ method is typically twenty to thirty percent below the maximum 2σ value. In
general, the 0σ and 1σ methods appear to be the least sensitive to the mesh size,
not considering the largest mesh sizes where all the methods appear to be fairly er-
ratic. Areas of the FEM where transitions between structural components occur or
where many components intersect may result in irregularly shaped surfaces. With
large mesh sizes, the finite elements meshed on these surfaces may have poor char-
acteristics in terms of element aspect ratios and skew angles. These elements will
inaccurately model the internal loads and may be unable to any capture critical load
concentrations, thus impacting the structural weight. A rather concerning trend with
the 2σ loading method is that the weight appears to continuously increase as the
mesh decreases in size, rather than converging to a constant value. Although this
study used a fixed vehicle and varying mesh size, this would be equivalent to fixing
the mesh size and scaling up the vehicle so the mesh becomes smaller relative to the
structural model. This is an undesirable characteristic since the M&S environment
is intended to be fully scalable and artificial sensitivities in the design space due to
this behavior would adversely affect the quality of the results. Clearly the design-to
loads determined by the HyperSizer 2σ statistical loading methodology are increasing
as the mesh size decreases. This may be explained by the smaller elements captur-
ing large concentrated loads and therefore increasing the standard deviation of the
element loads within a given panel component. Although these load concentrations
will need to be addressed as the design progresses, the relatively coarse FEM used
for global loads development may not be well-suited for this task. Based on these
observations the 2σ method should be avoided and the 0σ and 1σ method should be
further investigated.
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Figure 21: Sensitivity of outboard wing structural weight with respect to the mesh
size and statistical loading option.
Figure 22: Sensitivity of trapezoidal wing structural weight with respect to the mesh
size and statistical loading option.
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Figure 23: Sensitivity of centerbody structural weight with respect to the mesh size
and statistical loading option.
Figure 24: Sensitivity of rear centerbody structural weight with respect to the mesh
size and statistical loading option.
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Figure 25: Impact of changing the mesh size on the runtime of the M&S environment.
Below a mesh size of eighteen inches the outboard wing weight in Figure 21 appears
relativity constant for the 0σ and 1σ loading options. The trapezoidal wing and
centerbody weights in Figures 22 and 23, respectively, appear to be consistent across
all mesh sizes. Notice that the 0σ method is generally thirty percent below the 2σ
method where in the other sections this difference is usually no more than twenty
percent. The centerbody passenger cabin must resist the out-of-plane pressure loads
through bending which will result in concentrated bending loads and the edges of the
panel. Since the statistical loading methodology is sensitive to the extremes of the
data set, the design-to loads used for structural sizing will increase and therefore lead
to the larger discrepancy between the 0, 1, and 2σ methods as seen for the centerbody
section in Figure 23. The rear centerbody weight is the most irregular but converges
to a steady value below a mesh size of twelve inches for the 0 and 1σ methods. The
total runtime as a function of the mesh size is shown in Figure 25. Considering that
the environment is intended for large parametric studies, selecting a mesh size less
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than twelve inches results in a significant increase in runtime. As stated earlier, the
weights of all the various sections appear to be well-behaved with respect to the mesh
size at values below twelve inches. For these reasons a mesh size of twelve inches was
selected.
4.2 Application to Conventional Aircraft Wings
Without any historical data the M&S environment cannot be truly validated for HWB
configurations. Rather, the same overall process and tools described in Chapter 3 are
applied to a number of conventional aircraft wings to ensure that they are capable of
providing reasonable results. In addition to this, this process can be used to develop
a calibration factor that relates the load-carrying weight of an aircraft wing structure
to the total as-built structural weight. It is anticipated that this calibration factor
can be applied to the results of the HWB environment.
The conventional aircraft and their wing structural weights are obtained from a
NASA report describing the development of the semi-empirical wing weight estima-
tion tool PDCYL[3]. A total of eight transport aircraft were used for that study but
only four are used for the current research. The four aircraft and a summary of their
wing weight breakdowns are given in Table 6. The load-carrying structure, or the
wing box, consists of spar caps, interspar coverings, spanwise stiffeners, spar webs,
spar stiffeners, and interspar ribs. The primary structural weight includes all load-
carrying items plus auxiliary spar caps and spar webs, joints and fasteners, landing
gear support beam, leading and trailing edges, tips, structural firewall, bulkheads,
jacket fittings, terminal fittings, and attachments. The total, or as-built, weight in-
cludes all primary weight items plus high-left devices, control surfaces, and access
items.
The HWB M&S environment was generalized to accept conventional wing models
from VSP and a FEM of the wing structure can quickly be generated given the
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Table 6: Wing weight breakdowns for four transport aircraft[3].
Aircraft Load-carrying (lbs) Primary (lbs) Total (lbs)
Boeing 737 5,414 7,671 10,687
Boeing 727 8,791 12,388 17,860
DC-8 19,130 27,924 35,330
L-1011 28,355 36,101 46,233
location of the spars and ribs. The process is not yet fully automated but a complete
analysis can usually be performed in less than two hours by an experienced user.
Data describing in detail aircraft structural arrangements, dimensions, and material
properties is difficult to find in open literature, but a number of sources was used to
construct representative structural models of the aircraft listed in Table 6. Niu[27]
provided notional sketches of the wing’s structural arrangement, upper and lower skin
materials, skin stiffener types, and in some cases the rib spacing. The takeoff gross
weight used for the various maneuver load cases and the engine weights for inertia
relief are the same as those given in Reference [3]. The fuel weight was based on
the volume of the FEM, a volume efficiency factor, and an assumed fuel density of
6.8 pounds per gallon. All of this information is summarized in Appendix B. Each
analysis used a twelve inch structural mesh and both the +2.5g and −1.0g load cases
were considered. Using the information provided by Niu, structural models of the
wing load-carrying structure were defined and can be seen in Figure 26.
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(a) Boeing 737 (b) Boeing 727
(c) DC-8 (d) L-1011
Figure 26: Structural models of conventional aircraft wings used for M&S validation
(not to scale).
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Like the HWB environment, only the load-carrying structure is modeled and since
the wing weight breakdowns given in Table 6 separate the load-carrying weight, a
direct comparison can be made between these values and the results of the M&S
environment. In addition to this, a relationship between the load-carrying and total
weight can be established and used as an initial calibration factor for the HWB
analysis. For each of the considered aircraft, the analysis was performed with the
various statistical loading options provided by HyperSizer and the results for the
load-carrying weights are summarized in Table 7. In general, the M&S environment
tends to underestimate the load-carrying weights of the two smallest aircraft models
(Boeing 737 and Boeing 727) for all but the 2σ statistical loading option. For the
larger aircraft models (DC-8 and L-1011) and the 0σ statistical loading option, the
environment overestimates the load-carrying weights by approximately twelve and
four percent, respectively. The 1 and 2σ statistical loading options overestimate the
load-carrying weight by anywhere between fourteen and twenty-seven percent.
Table 7: Predicted load-carrying results compared to the actual values with different
statistical loading options.
Aircraft
Predicted load-carrying (lbs) Error (%)
0σ 1σ 2σ 0σ 1σ 2σ
Boeing 737 4,875 5,228 5,518 -9.96 -3.34 1.92
Boeing 727 8,284 8,883 9,194 -5.77 1.05 4.59
DC-8 21,461 23,364 24,376 12.18 22.13 27.42
L-1011 29,447 32,471 34,957 3.85 14.52 23.28
The data listed in Table 7 is presented graphically in Figure 27 where the actual
load-carrying weights are plotted against the predicted load-carrying weights for the
various statistical loading options. A perfect fit line is also plotted making it easy
to see the discrepancy between the actual and predicted weights and the dashed
lines represent linear trendlines with the intercepts set equal to zero for each of the
data sets. Results to the right of the perfect fit line indicate overestimates of the
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load-carrying weight while left of the line are underestimates. The error generally
increases as the models grow in size with the largest error being associated with the
DC-8 model. Based on Figure 27, the 0σ approach appears to provide best overall
estimate of the actual load-carrying weight.
Figure 27: Actual load-carrying weight versus the predicted load-carrying weight for
different statistical loading options.
The relationship between the actual total and predicted load-carrying weights is
shown in Figure 28. Again, all statistical loading options provide similar results for
the smaller aircraft models, but the difference between them increases as the aircraft
size increases. These results also suggest that a linear relationship between the load-
carrying and total structural weight.
For both the load-carrying and total weight, linear trendlines with the intercept
set to equal zero were fit to the data to determine what statistical loading option
provided the best prediction of actual weight as a function of the predicted weight.
This simple linear relationship is given by
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Figure 28: Actual total weight versus the predicted load-carrying weight for different
statistical loading options.
Wactual = K ×Wpredicted (13)
where the predicted load-carrying weight Wpredicted is related to the actual weight
Wactual (either load-carrying or total) by a single coefficient K. These trendlines
are plotted as dashed lines in Figures 27 and 28 and a summary of the resulting
coefficients and fit statistics are shown in Table 8.
Table 8: Summary of linear regression results for conventional wing study.
Statistical Load-carrying Total
Loading K R2 K R2
0σ 0.9469 0.9902 1.6335 0.9623
1σ 0.8638 0.9900 1.4892 0.9560
2σ 0.8121 0.9906 1.3984 0.9461
For all statistical loading options the linear model adequately fits the data as
implied by the coefficients of determination R2. This is true for both the load-carrying
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and total structural weights and suggests that a single calibration factor can be used
to estimate the total structural weight given the predicted load-carrying weight. The
accuracy of the various statistical loading methods is determined by the calibration
constant K where values closest to one provide a more accurate prediction. The 0σ
statistical loading option provides the most accurate results for load-carrying weight
while the other options overestimate the actual load-carrying weight. Table 8 also
shows that the linear model provides an adequate relationship between the predicted-
load carrying weight and the actual total structural weight. The coefficient of 1.6335
for the 0σ loading option represents the scale factor required to estimate an aircraft’s
total wing weight as a function of the predicted load-carrying weight.
The 0σ statistical loading method provides the best prediction of the load-carrying
weight, with a maximum error of approximately twelve percent. Considering the
limited amount of data regarding the details of each aircraft’s structural configuration
and the rather crude method of defining the structural arrangement, these results
show that the overall process and analysis tools are capable of providing realistic
predictions. The fundamental assumption moving forward is that since the M&S
environment is based on the physics of the problem rather than historical data, it
can be applied to a HWB configuration and provide accurate predictions of the load-
carrying structural weight. Relating the load-carrying weight to the total structural
weight is done by a calibration factor applied to load-carrying weight assuming a
linear relationship. Examining the terms of the general wing weight equation and
their relative size as shown in Table 2, it is clear that the bending material accounts for
the majority of the wing structural weight. The structural models generated for this
conventional wing study should capture most, if not all, of the bending material weight
but they model none of the secondary structure which could account for twenty-five
percent of the wing weight. With this in mind and considering the size of the terms in
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Table 2, a calibration factor of between 1.67 and 1.33 is expected to relate the load-
carrying to the total weight, depending on the amount of rib and shear size material
captured by the model. Also, Figure 3 shows that a FEM model for a conventional
structure may only account for forty to eighty percent of the total weight. The
calibration factor of 1.6335 provided by the 0σ method is within these ranges and
appears to be a reasonable value. As the structural models increase in detail and
more load cases are considered, the calibration factors will approach one.
4.3 Calibration of Baseline HWB Configuration
Initially it was thought that using the 2σ loading method would be a more appropriate
choice assuming the added level of conservatism might partially account for the limited
number of load cases. The results of the mesh sensitivity and conventional wing study
suggested otherwise. Although a calibration factor relating the load-carrying weight
to the total structural weight was determined from the conventional wing study, its
applicability may be limited given the unconventional configuration of the HWB. In
addition to this, a relationship derived from metallic wings may not be suitable for
advanced composite materials, even for a conventional configuration. If a database
of conventional composite wings existed, a similar study to the one performed in
Section 4.2 might yield a more appropriate calibration factor. The purpose of this
section is to establish a baseline HWB configuration, asses the applicability of the
calibration factor determined by the conventional wing study, and to then further
refine the calibration factors if needed.
A HWB configuration developed by a Boeing study was used as a calibration point
for the environment and its general characteristics and mission parameters are given
in Table 9. The configuration is known as the N2A model and Reference [14] provides
a more detailed description of the aircraft. Figure 29 shows the OML generated by
VSP and the structural model not including the outer skins and main cabin floor.
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This baseline HWB employs a blended centerbody leading edge and a three bay
passenger cabin. Although not included in the model, vertical tails are placed on the
rear centerbody section with pod-mounted turbofan engines mounted between them
for noise shielding.
(a) OML (b) Internal structure
Figure 29: Outer mold line and internal structure of baseline HWB configuration.
Table 9: Configuration and mission data of baseline
HWB configuration used for M&S calibration[14].
Baseline HWB configuration and mission data
Range 6,000 nm
Cruise Mach 0.8
Wing area 9,246 ft2
Wingspan 213 ft2
Centerline length 134.5 ft
Payload 103,000 lbs





Outboard wing 44,450 36,850
Rear centerbody 10,875 13,945
Centerbody 57,092 64,735
Total 112,417 115,530
 Includes both outboard and trapezoidal wing sec-
tions.
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Table 9 also provides a structural weight summary of the aircraft categorized
by the various sections. Here, the outboard wing value includes both the outboard
and trapezoidal wing as defined in this research. A Boeing in-house weight estima-
tion methodology was used to generate the Boeing results about which little detail
is known. The FLOPS results were generated by a study performed by researchers
at NASA LaRC and uses the methodology developed by Bradley[6] for the center-
body weight predictions and existing empirical methods for the outboard wing and
rear centerbody. The FLOPS analysis assumes the centerbody structure employs the
PRSEUS concept and a fifteen percent weight savings is applied to the metallic wing
weights to account for composite materials. A difficult aspect of this calibration ef-
fort is the lack of detail regarding the various structural concepts and materials used
throughout the aircraft. This is a common theme in any physics-based approach since
all the details surrounding the design and analysis must be individually accounted
for as opposed to empirically derived methods where this information is embedded in
the data. For each structural component (i.e., outboard wing spars and ribs, center-
body skin panels, etc.) a structural concept, variable bounds, and materials must be
defined. A summary of the structural concepts for each of the structural components
is provided in Table 22. Rather than defining a number of discrete composite lami-
nates, effective laminates were used instead which allow the thickness to be treated as
a continuous variable. The variable bounds and number of permutations were selected
in such as way that the resulting thicknesses would be equal to a discrete number of
composite laminate stacks. The composite material properties and effective laminates
can be found in Appendix A. In areas of predominantly uniaxial loading, an effective
laminate consisting of mostly 0◦ plies is used and shear dominated areas, such as rib
webs, use an effective laminate consisting of more ±45◦ plies. The stiffeners on the
outboard and trapezoidal wings and the rear centerbody skin panels are in directed in
the spanwise direction. Stiffeners on any spar or rib webs are oriented vertically. For
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the centerbody skin panels, the frames of the PRSEUS concept are in the spanwise
direction resulting in the stringers being oriented in the chordwise direction. The
PRSEUS frames are aligned vertically for the centerbody rear and side cabin walls.
Table 10: Stiffened panel concepts and effective laminates used for the various com-
ponents in the baseline HWB structural model.
Component Panel concept Effective laminate (EL)
Outboard wing spar webs angle-stiffened EL 2
Outboard wing rib webs angle-stiffened Shear EL
Outboard wing skin panels z-stiffened EL 2
Trapezoidal wing spar webs z-stiffened EL 2
Trapezoidal wing rib webs t-stiffened Shear EL
Trapezoidal wing skin panels z-stiffened EL 2
Rear centerbody wing spar
webs
t-stiffened EL 2
Rear centerbody wing bay wall
webs
foam sandwich EL 1 facesheets
Rear centerbody wing skin
panels
z-stiffened EL 2
Centerbody cabin rear and side
wall webs
PRSEUS EL 2
Centerbody cabin floor PRSEUS EL 2
Centerbody bay wall webs foam sandwich EL 1 facesheets
Centerbody skin panels z-stiffened EL 2
Landing gear spar/rib webs z-stiffened EL 2
The M&S environment was executed for this baseline case and the convergence of
the structural weight is shown in Figure 30. Here, the results on the y-axis are the
raw data from HyperSizer with no calibration factors applied. The weight quickly
converges after the second iteration and remains stable for all six iterations. Although
the weight converges, the environment is typically executed with three HyperSizer
iterations to ensure that the loads are properly redistributed throughout the structure.
This may not significantly change the overall weight results, but it was observed that
it did affect the critical load case of some structural components.
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Figure 30: Convergence of structural weight for the baseline HWB configuration.
Figure 31: Critical load cases for baseline HWB configuration (reflected along cen-
terline). The upper centerbody skin panels are outlined in red.
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The critical load cases are shown in Figure 31 where the results have been reflected
along the aircraft’s centerline. As expected, the majority of the upper skin panels
of the outboard and trapezoidal wing sections are sized by the compressive loads
resulting from the +2.5g maneuver. Lower skin panels near the root of the outboard
wing are also sized by this load cases and the critical failure criteria is material
strength. The rest of the lower skins on the outboard and trapezoidal wings are
typically sized by the -1.0g maneuver and are stability critical. Without any vertical
tail or propulsion system loads the critical load cases for the rear centerbody section
are the two maneuver load cases. The critical load cases for the centerbody section
are much more interesting since carries the wing bending loads and the internal cabin
pressure. The upper skin panels in the centerbody section near the rear of the cabin,
outlined in red, are sized by the +2.5g maneuver including the 1P internal pressure.
This is a direct result of the loads from the outboard wings and is a unique feature
of the HWB. This supports the assumption that the weight of the centerbody section
will be sensitive to the outboard wing parameters. The panels are the forward portion
of the centerbody structure are sized by the 2P load case. The lower centerbody skin
panels are also sized by the 2P load case where the spars surrounding the main gear
skin cutout are sized by the compressive loads from the -1.0g maneuver. Critical
failure modes for the centerbody skin are typically maximum strain in the spanwise
direction. Optimum unit weights for the PRSEUS panels in the centerbody section
are generally between two and three pounds per square foot, where the heavier panels
are associated with those sized by the +2.5g maneuver.
Deflections for the 2P load case can be seen in Figure 32. The maximum of 2.32
inches occurs in the front portion of the upper centerbody skin just behind the flight
deck. Vertical deflection results for the +2.5g maneuver are shown for the entire model
in Figure 33 with a maximum wing tip deflection of 137 inches. The deflection results
for the centerbody upper skin for this same load case are shown in Figure 33(b). Here
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Figure 32: Deflection results for the baseline HWB configuration for the 2P load
case (reflected along centerline). The maximum deflection of 2.32 inches occurs near
the front of the upper centerbody skin just behind the flight deck.
(a) Wing tip (b) Centerbody skin
Figure 33: Deflection results for baseline HWB configuration during the +2.5g ma-
neuver for the (a) wingtip and (b) upper centerbody skin (reflected along centerline).
The maximum wing tip deflection is 137 inches. The maximum centerbody deflection
of 1.66 inches occurs near the rear of the upper skin.
you can again see the impact of the compressive loads from the outboard wings. In this
case, the maximum deflection occurs in the rear panels where the largest compressive
loads from the outboard wings are experienced. From an aerodynamic perspective,
it may be important to take these structural deflections into consideration. During
a steady-state cruise, the deflections will be less in magnitude but display the same
overall deflection shape as seen in Figures 32 and 33(b). These deflections may
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adversely affect the vehicles aerodynamic cruise performance and it may be necessary
to place a deflection limit on the centerbody skin panels.
The structural weight results for the baseline HWB configuration produced by
the M&S environment can be seen in Table 11. The results with a calibration factor
K of one represent the raw data from HyperSizer. These results are expected to be
significantly less than the Boeing and FLOPS results since the detail of the structural
model was limited (e.g., no leading or trailing edges). Raw results similar to the
Boeing and FLOPS data would be a cause for concern since it would mean the load-
carrying structure is significantly oversized. The last column shows the results using
the calibration factor derived from the conventional wing study. A K factor of 1.634
results in a total structural weight prediction of about eighteen percent below the
averaged Boeing and FLOPS results.









44,450 36,850 21,211 34,648
Centerbody 57,092 64,735 30,440 49,724
Rear
centerbody
10,875 13,945 5,061 8,267
Total 112,417 115,530 56,712 92,639
Using the Boeing data as the baseline to determine the required calibration factors,
Equation 12 becomes
Wairframe = 2.095Wow + 2.095Wtw + 1.876Wcb + 2.149Wrc (14)
and will be used for all further analysis. The resulting calibrations factors are larger
than the one derived from the conventional wing study, but are still well within
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reasonable limits. A number of things could be refined to bring the calibration factors
to an expected range of 1.33 to 1.67. First, the model assumed that composites
were used for the entire load-carrying structure, whereas the Boeing and FLOPS
studies may use a mixture of metallic and composites materials. Second, the material
properties and strength allowables of the composite materials were “textbook” values.
Given the limited use of composite materials thus far in load-carrying structures, it
is common to use conservative strength allowables as opposed to metallic structures
since their properties are well understood and supported by decades of use. These
refinements would decrease the calibration factors but at this point they will not




In this chapter, the M&S environment formulated in Chapter 3 is used to examine
a number of problems regarding HWB structural weight estimation. In the first
section, the results from an existing HWB vehicle scaling study are compared to those
produced by the current environment with particular focus given to the centerbody
section. With no historical data to truly validate results, if a number of independent
analyses provide similar results, each using their own unique procedure and modeling
tools, the confidence in these HWB structural weight predictions may be improved.
In the second section, the M&S environment is used to identify the design parameters
that significantly contribute to the variability of the HWB structural weight. Here,
emphasis is placed upon the sensitivity of the centerbody structural weight with
respect to the design parameters of the outboard wing section. The next section
concludes the chapter with a means to provide the prediction capability of the M&S
environment to an aircraft conceptual design tool without the computational cost.
5.1 HWB Vehicle Scaling Study
Nickol[25] performed an HWB study that investigated the scalability of the config-
uration and at what vehicle sizes the HWB outperformed a tube-and-wing in terms
of fuel burn. In conjunction with this study, the HWB centerbody structural weight
tool described in Section 2.3 developed by Gern[8] was used to provide structural
weight estimates. A total of five HWB aircraft were defined for the analyses and
provide a data set for comparison. The overall approach taken by Gern was similar
to one described in this research effort. A number of physics-based analysis methods,
including finite element analysis and doublet-lattice aerodynamics, were integrated to
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form a parametric analysis environment. The main differences between Gern and the
M&S environment formulated in Chapter 3 are the detail of the structural model and
the structural sizing routine. Gern uses Nastran’s design and optimization routine to
size the thickness of the elements and provide a relationship between the centerbody
weight and the available design parameters. Another Boeing study, other than the
one used in this work, was then used to calibrate the Nastran weight results to provide
an estimate of the as-built structural weight. The same load cases were used by Gern
but the aerodynamic loads were estimated by a doublet-lattice aerodynamic tool.
The models developed by Nickol and Gern were reproduced by the current M&S
environment as accurately as possible given the description provided by their publica-
tions. The dimensions of the centerbody cabins for the various HWB configurations
were provided by Dr. Gern to enable a more accurate evaluation. The HWB aircraft
are defined by their passenger capacity and range from 98 to 400 passengers. A sum-
mary of the configuration parameters is provided in Table 12. Both studies assume
a composite PRSEUS centerbody structural concept and the material properties and
concepts used for the HWB calibration case are used here. The planforms use a linear
rather than blended centerbody leading edge and a centerbody front spar that is the
full depth of the OML. The structural arrangements of each of the HWB models can
be seen in Figure 34.
Table 12: Configuration parameters for HWB scaling study.
Aircraft HWB98 HWB160 HWB216 HWB301 HWB400
Number of
passengers
98 160 216 301 400
WTO (lbs) 101,000 166,100 286,900 542,600 693,600
b (ft) 142 180 210 240 260
cr,cb (ft) 65.7 80.7 105 118 135
lcabin (ft) 41.7 52.4 64.8 82.0 99.2
wcabin (ft) 32.1 39.7 41.3 46.3 70.0
ΛLE,cb 51.7
◦ 50.4◦ 54.9◦ 56.0◦ 51.5◦
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(a) HWB98 (b) HWB160 (c) HWB216
(d) HWB301 (e) HWB400
Figure 34: Structural arrangements of the various HWB models used for the vehicle
scaling study (images not to scale).
The predicted centerbody structural weights for both Gern and the current M&S
environment using the 0σ statistical loading method are given in Table 13. Both
three and five bay cabin arrangements were considered and the percent difference is
relative to the M&S (0σ) results. The average difference between the two methods
for the three bay models is approximately five percent with the largest occurring at
the HWB400. The average difference of the five bay results is approximately nine
percent with both the HWB160 and HWB301 five bay models differing by slightly
more than eleven percent. The results in Table 13 are presented in graphical form
in Figure 35 and the relationship between the centerbody weight and number of
passengers can be observed. Results by Gern show that a five bay cabin arrangement
always provides the minimum weight solution while the M&S environment shows the
same except for the HWB98 aircraft. For the smaller aircraft, the number of cabin
bays, and therefore cabin bay width, may be determined more by the passenger cabin
arrangement rather than the lightest weight, especially given the relatively small
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weight increase for the three bay configuration. The difference between the three and
five bay cabin models becomes more pronounces as the vehicle increases in size. This
is a result of the increased span distance between the cabin bay walls which increases
bending moments at the panel edges and the design-to loads during structural sizing.
The recommended transition point between a three and five bay cabin is between two
and three hundred passengers. This implies that the aircraft designer should configure
the cabins of smaller HWB vehicles for passenger comfort or cargo arrangement. As
the cabin increases in size it should be optimized for weight reduction. The centerbody
structural weight methodology currently employed in FLOPS and given by Equation
3 is also displayed in Figure 35. It is both interesting and encouraging that the
centerbody weight predictions of all three methods display the same behavior as the
vehicle increases in size. All three methods were developed independently where each
used structural models of different detail, employed different analysis tools, and used
different HWB calibration models.
Table 13: Summary of centerbody structural weight results for the HWB scaling
study.
Aircraft
Gern M&S (0σ) % difference
FLOPS
3-bay 5-bay 3-bay 5-bay 3-bay 5-bay
HWB98 14,770 14,236 15,432 15,547 4.48 9.21 14,928
HWB160 25,218 22,633 25,987 25,318 3.05 11.9 26,528
HWB216 36,231 34,538 37,357 35,545 3.11 5.81 41,659
HWB301 57,673 49,838 59,490 55,555 3.15 11.5 69,513
HWB400 145,343 111,950 160,590 106,852 10.5 -4.55 128,003
The impact on the number of cabin bays was further investigated by analyzing the
various HWB configurations in Table 12 using five discrete settings for the number
of cabin bays. For each vehicle the number of cabin bays was varied from two to six
except for the HWB400 where the number of bays was from four to eight. For each
vehicle an optimum number of cabin bays in terms of centerbody structural weight
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Figure 35: Comparison of the centerbody structural weights as a function of the
number of passengers.
was observed and displayed a response as the one show in Figure 36. The lowest
setting of cabin bays always resulted in the largest weight due to the increased span
of the centerbody skin between the bay walls. The highest setting of cabin bays never
provided the minimum weight although it was significantly lighter than the minimum
setting. Although the span distance of the centerbody skin continuously decreases
as the number of cabin bays increases, the weight penalty associated with the added
cabin bay walls exceeds any weight savings in the skin. Table 14 presents the results
of this cabin bay sensitivity study. As expected, the optimum number of cabin bays
increases as the vehicle increases in size but the resulting cabin bay width remains
between approximately eight to nine feet. This information can be used as a general
design rule for initial cabin arrangements of HWB configurations. While this value
may be slightly lower than the fuselage width of a conventional narrow-body aircraft,
the design engineer can refine cabin arrangement as needed. If the cabin bay width
is to be increased it is important to take the sensitivity of the centerbody structural
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weight shown in Figure 36 into consideration.
Figure 36: Optimum bay width for HWB98 vehicle.
Table 14: Optimum number of cabin bays for each of the HWB aircraft used in the
vehicle scaling study.







5.2 Identification of Key Design Parameters
Early in the development of a new product, having knowledge of the design parame-
ters that significantly impact the metrics of interest is critical for the engineering and
decision-making process. This is especially true during conceptual design where the
most design freedom exists but the knowledge about the design is at a minimum. It
is also during this stage that decisions will be made that affect the entire life cycle
of the product. In the context of aircraft design and structural weight estimation,
inaccurate estimations could jeopardize the mission requirements or result in costly
design changes. Over a long period of conventional tube-and-wing aircraft construc-
tion, critical design parameters are fairly well established and usually appear in the
statistical equations used for weight estimation. Again, this relies upon decades of
experience and historical data which is nonexistent for HWB type configurations.
It has already been shown in Section 4.3 that portions of the centerbody structure
are sized by the maneuver load cases. The internal loads in these sections will be
a function of the outboard wing size and shape, the ultimate load factor, and the
vehicle weight during the maneuver. The goal of this section is to characterize this
relationship and determine if the outboard wing parameters are as significant as those
defining the overall size and shape of the centerbody.
Various statistical methods are commonly used to identify which factors of a data
set are significant with respect to a desired response. One of these methods, known as
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), can be performed using the M&S environment where
the design parameters, or factors, can be easily varied to generate the response data
necessary to perform the statistical analysis. Creating this data set was accomplished
through well established Design of Experiments (DOE) techniques. Performing an
ANOVA usually requires the use of two level factorial designs to capture the linear
relationship between the data points. Given the number of variables intended to be
considered in this study, a full factorial design resulting in 2n test cases would be too
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computationally expensive. If high-order interactions between the design parameters
are assumed to be negligible, fractional factorial designs can be used to gather infor-
mation about the main effects and low-order interactions for much less computational
effort. These types of designs are commonly used for screening experiments which is
equivalent to identifying the key design parameters as in this study[23].
The M&S provides a total of thirteen design variables to define the OML shape,
eight of which are associated with the outboard wing. In additional to these parame-
ters, another eleven parameters are needed to fully define the structural arrangement,
resulting in a total of twenty-four independent variables. If only considering the out-
board wing parameters, the total number can be reduced to ten assuming that certain
structural parameters are assumed to take typical values. For example, the front and
rear spar positions on the outboard wing can be assumed to be positioned by lead-
ing and trailing edge surfaces. Common values for front and rear spar positions as
a percentage of the chord are twelve and sixty percent, respectively. The ten out-
board wing factors and their minimum and maximum bounds considered for this first
screening test are shown in Table 15.
Table 15: Outboard wing factors and minimum and maximum bounds for the first
ANOVA.
Variable Minimum Nominal Maximum
bow (ft) 66.5 71.5 76.5
ΛLE,ow 20.0
◦ 28.0◦ 36.0◦
cr,ow (ft) 26.0 32.0 38.0
ct,ow (ft) 5.00 7.50 10.0
(t/c)r,ow 0.08 0.10 0.12





yrib,ow (ft) 2.0 3.0 4.0
yrib,tw (ft) 2.0 3.0 4.0
The DOE was a resolution IV fractional factorial design which required a total
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of 129 test cases. With a resolution IV design no main effects are aliased with any
other main effect or any two-factor interaction, but the two-factor interactions may
be aliased with one another. After the data was generated a series of ANOVAs were
performed for each response of interest. The ANOVA results are quantified by the F -
statistic which is a ratio of the explained variance to the unexplained. In general, the
larger the value the more statistically significant the factor is. The following results
are presented in such as way that the factors are sorted according to their F -statistic,
where each value has been normalized by the sum of the F -statistics of each factor.
In this way, the horizontal axis displays the percent of variability that each factor
accounts for, and the line plot represents the cumulative total starting from the most
significant factor and then progressing downwards. Only the top fifteen factors and
interactions are shown.
The first ANOVA results in Figure 37 are generated from varying the outboard
wing parameters only and observing the response of the centerbody structural weight.
One noticeable result is that the two-factor interactions account for the most of the
displayed results. The only main effects that can be seen are the outboard wing root
chord cr,ow, span bow, and leading edge sweep ΛLE,ow. The significance of the two-
factor interactions implies that the impact of changing the two parameters together is
more significant than changing them independently. The most statistically significant
result is an interaction between the span of the outboard wing and the outboard wing
chord bow×cr,ow.
Although certain set of parameters were identified as being statistically significant
with respect to the centerbody structural weight, a true measure of their significance
will better measured when they are included in an ANOVA with centerbody size and
shape parameters. The same DOE as before was used but this time the parameters
in Table 16 are used. The intent of this study is to determine if the factor identified
when only varying the outboard wing are still significant when compared with the
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Figure 37: ANOVA results for centerbody weight while only varying outboard wing
parameters (Ftotal = 165).
general size of the centerbody.
Table 16: Variables and maximum and minimum bounds for outboard wing and
centerbody ANOVA.
Variable Minimum Nominal Maximum
bow (ft) 66.5 71.5 76.5
ΛLE,ow 20.0
◦ 28.0◦ 36.0◦
cr,ow (ft) 26.0 32.0 38.0





cr,cb (ft) 129.6 134.6 139.6
lcabin (ft) 89.22 94.22 99.22
wcabin (ft) 30.75 35.75 40.75
WTO (lbs) 436,500 461,500 486,500
The ANOVA results from varying both the outboard wing and centerbody param-
eters are shown in Figure 37. The most significant result is the interaction between
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the length and width of the cabin lcabin×wcabin. Based on a visual inspection, all
the statistically significant parameters appear to be the ones associated with only
the centerbody, with the overall width of the cabin wcabin being the most significant.
This is due to using a fixed number of bays during this experiment so as the width
increased, so did the span between the cabin bay walls. Closer examination of the raw
data showed that the top twelve factors shown in Figure 38 yielded an F -statistic of
greater than three, which is a common threshold for rejecting the null hypothesis that
the factor is not statistically significant. Outboard wing parameters in this category
are the outboard wing root chord cr,ow, leading edge sweep ΛLE,ow, span bow, and
wing twist φow. While they may be considered for statistical modeling purposes, they
most likely will not be a key driver of the centerbody structural weight. Additional
ANOVA results for the other HWB sections can be found in Appendix C.
Figure 38: ANOVA results for the centerbody weight while varying both outboard
wing and centerbody parameters (Ftotal = 716).
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5.3 Development of HWB Structural Weight Surrogate
Models
The goal of this research effort was in part to provide an improved HWB structural
weight prediction methodology that could be employed during the conceptual design
phase. The M&S environment formulated in this work satisfies the first portion of
that goal, but considering its computational cost, it may not be well-suited for direct
implementation into an iterative aircraft sizing routine. Although the execution time
of the environment may be small relative to a high-order aerodynamic analysis, an
aircraft sizing routine may require many updated structural weight estimations per
design point as the aircraft scales to meet the mission requirements. Enabling this
feature will require that the weight estimation procedure be parametric in order to
remain sensitive to the aircraft’s geometry and any other critical aspects. Given the
integrated and parametric capability of the M&S environment and the key design
parameters identified by the previous study, it is hypothesized that analytical equa-
tions can be formed that accurately model the physics-based environment. These
equations, or surrogate models, can augment traditional aircraft sizing routines and
provide improved HWB structural weight estimations without the computational ef-
fort.
The general procedure for formulation of these surrogate models was to intelli-
gently generate a set of data using Design of Experiment (DOE) techniques and the
M&S environment. The required number of data points and type of DOE will de-
pend upon the number key factors, the number of levels each factor will take, and
the desired prediction accuracy of the surrogate model. Using the results presented
in Section 5.2 the key factors that should be included in the surrogate models can be
chosen. A variable range for each factor was chosen so that they spanned the variables
bounds of the aircraft used in the HWB scaling study. The nine factors and their vari-
able bounds are given in Table 17. Using the actual cabin dimensions as inputs would
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immediately result in many failed cases in the corner of the design space. Instead,
the number of passengers is used and the cabin sizing routine within FLOPS is used
to generate the cabin dimensions. This allows a wide range of passenger classes to be
examined without the chance of failed cases due to incompatible cabin dimensions.
The width of the cabin bays has a significant impact on the centerbody structural
weight as shown in the HWB scaling study. Although, if this parameter is used as an
independent input, the FLOPS cabin sizing routine may override the value to obtain
an integer value for the number of cabin bays. Instead, the number of cabin bays was
used as an input to avoid this issue.
Table 17: Factors and variable bounds for the HWB structural weight surrogate
models.
Variable Minimum Nominal Maximum
npax 100 275 450
nbay 3 4 5
WTO (lbs) 100,000 400,000 700,000
φow 0.0
◦ 2.0◦ 4.0◦
bow (ft) 46.5 61.5 76.5
ΛLE,ow 25.0
◦ 31.0◦ 37.0◦
cr,ow (ft) 12.0 19.5 27.0
ct,ow (ft) 3.0 4.5 6.0
ΛLE,cb 50.0
◦ 55.0◦ 60.0◦
The DOE consisted of a face-centered central composite design which consists of a
center point, factorial points at the corners of the design space, and face points. The
type of design allows estimates of the quadratic terms and two factor interactions if
present in the data. Based on the results of the ANOVAs, two-factor interactions
are significant in all the responses. The required number of test cases for this design
is given by 2n + 2n + 1 where n is the number of factors and requires a total of
531 cases for the nine variables. A Latin Hypercube space filling design was used
to fill the interior of the design space and increase the resolution of the model. An
additional 219 Latin Hypercube points were added to the DOE now totaling 750
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cases. In anticipation of the nonlinear design space, an additional 300 random cases
were added to provide more points for a nonlinear statistical modeling approach. Of
the 1,050 attempted cases, 899 were successful. Most of the failed cases occurred
when the largest outboard wing was paired with the smallest cabin size. In this
situation the span of the trapezoidal wing section was too small to place any ribs and
the structural arrangement routine failed. That was the only corner that consistently
failed and accounted for 88 of the 151 failed cases.
Even before the data fitting process began a number of problems were anticipated.
First, it became apparent that as a result of the OML parameterization scheme,
the root chord of the outboard wing had a significant impact on the shape and
position of the outboard wing. Since the outboard wings are positioned relative to
points on the root chord and the centerbody rear wall, as the root chord changes the
spanwise position of the wings, and hence the span of the trapezoidal wing section,
change. Although this method works well for the planform and structural definition,
it is generally cause for concern when producing statistical models. Another concern
was the result of the discrete optimization process used within HyperSizer. The
structural optimization routine relies upon a full factorial combination of the panel
variables at each level to generate a pool of candidate designs. As the number of levels
increases, the variable will become more like a continuous parameters but the number
of candidate designs and computational effort will increase dramatically. Providing
variable bounds and a useful number of factors to cover a wide range of possible HWB
configurations can quickly result in tens of thousands of candidate designs that will
be analyzed for every single component. As a result, the number of levels per variable
was usually limited to between five and ten, which would already produce close to
10,000 candidate designs for certain structural concepts. This discrete combination
of candidates produces some “jagged” trends in the design space. While the overall
trend may be clearly observable, statistical models will have difficult capturing this
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behavior. This may be beneficial since the jaggedness is artificial and the surrogate
models will capture the underlying continuous behavior while smoothing out the
data, although the adverse effect will be that the statistical models display poor fit
statistics.
The surrogate modeling method of choice is an Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
since the independent parameters include a discrete variable and they are better
suited for this as opposed to a Response Surface Equation. ANNs relate the input
variables to the set of response by a set of filters or hidden layers. At each hidden
layer an optimal number of hidden nodes will exist that provide the best predictive
capability. The responses of interest observed during the DOE was the structural
weight of the centerbody, trapezoidal and outboard wings, rear centerbody, and the
overall airframe weight as calculated by Equation 14. The resulting centerbody cabin
area was also recorded so that surrogate models would be a function of this variable
rather than the number of passengers. For response the number of hidden nodes
for a single hidden layer was optimized using a MATLAB based ANN toolbox. The
number of hidden nodes was determined by optimizing the surrogate model in terms
of the Model Fit Error MFE, Model Representation Error MRE, actual by predicted
and residual by predicted plots.
The fit statistics for the ANN predicting the centerbody structural weight is pro-
vided below in Figure 39. Desirable values for the MFE and MRE means are near
zero and a standard deviation of less than one. The MFE meets these thresholds
where the MRE is slightly outside the desirable limits. The actual by predicted plot
shows the data for the most part evenly distributed and very close to the perfect
line, except for a small number of outliers in the data set used for validation. The
ANN fit statistics for the other response variables are provided in Appendix C. For
all other responses the fit statistics were not as sufficient as desired. Standard de-
viations for a number of the responses, most notably the trapezoidal and outboard
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wings, were well above one and there was also a noticeable amount of clumping in the
actual by predicted and residual by predicted plots. The fits for the rear centerbody
and total airframe structural weight provided better results, although still above a
desirable limit. As mentioned earlier, these types of results were predicted given the
significance of the outboard wing root chord, which would cause the clumping, and
the discrete nature of the HyperSizer optimization process leading to higher MFE
and MRE values. This does not necessarily invalidate the models usefulness. If the
underlying physical trends and relationships between design parameters are being ad-
equately captured by the surrogate models, they could still be for initial design space
exploration and first-order structural weight estimates. Fortunately, the centerbody
structural weight response was best fit with an ANN which was the most desirable
result when this research effort was initiated.
The ANNs can be gathered to form a prediction profiler where the dependent
responses of interest are plotted on the vertical axis and the independent modeled
variables are along the horizontal axis. As can be seen in Figure 40, the predic-
tion profiler shows the partial derivatives of the modeled variable around the current
point indicted by red crosshairs. This type of plot is usually interactive and provides
a means for rapid trade studies but even in static form it contains a wealth of infor-
mation. The sensitivity of each response with respect to each design parameters can
be immediately observed in addition to the overall relationship.
The centerbody structural weight is predominately driven by the overall cabin
area which was also shown by the ANOVA study. Although shown to be statistically
significant by the ANOVA analysis, the outboard wing parameters appear to have
little impact compared to the cabin area with the outboard wing sweep providing the
largest sensitivity. The aircraft takeoff gross weight has a significant impact on all
sections except the centerbody since it is predominately sized by the static 2P load
case which is independent of the aerodynamic loads. The small sensitivity between
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Figure 39: Summary of fit statistics for the centerbody structural weight ANN.
the centerbody structural and aircraft gross weight is due to sections shown in Figure
31 that are sized by the wind bending loads, which are a function of the aircraft
weight and load factor.
The total airframe weight Wairframe provided the next best statistical fit and here
the prediction profiler shows that the cabin area and takeoff gross weight are again
critical parameters. Although for this response, the outboard wing parameters of
wing twist φow, leading edge sweep ΛLE,ow, and root chord cr,ow are equally significant.
Notice the impact the outboard wing root chord cr,ow has on the various responses. In
this case, as the chord length increases, the structural weights tend to decrease, in the
outboard and trapezoidal wings in particular. This is most likely due to the fact that
as the root chord increases the thickness of the wing also increases given a constant
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thickness-to-chord ratio. Increased wing thicknesses are usually advantageous from a
structural perspective and the sizing routine appears to be capturing this scenario.
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In the final chapter of this thesis, the research objectives presented in Chapter 1 are
reviewed and discussed. The overall approach to the various objectives is reviewed
as well as any key findings and lessons learned. The next section concludes the thesis
with a series of recommendations for future work. The recommendations may propose
revisiting certain parts of the research effort and suggesting alternatives methods to
improve the results or gain further insight to the problem at hand. Also included is
a discussion regarding the applicability of the M&S environment formulated as part
of this thesis to other aircraft concepts.
6.1 Summary of Research
The work presented in this thesis originated when engineers at NASA LaRC offered a
graduate student fellowship for work in the area of HWB structural weight estimation.
The HWB concept was receiving a significant amount of attention given its potential
performance advantages but the uncertainty surrounding the centerbody structural
weight estimations was a major cause for concern. At the time, it was thought that the
centerbody weight estimation methodology within FLOPS did not adequately model
the different aspects of the HWB centerbody and another independent approach to
the problem was needed.
The first objective of this thesis was to develop a parametric and physics-based
modeling and simulation environment for HWB structural weight estimation. A re-
view of the literature revealed that main challenges associated with this task, beyond
the lack of historical data, are adequately modeling the geometry and the physics
of the HWB centerbody section. The three-axis loading conditions present in the
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centerbody are a unique feature of the HWB and result from a combination of wing
bending loads and internal cabin pressure. With these challenges and critical aspects
in mind, Chapter 3 formulated a M&S environment utilizing a set of analysis tools
appropriate for HWB concepts. This included parametric geometry which provided
a common model for potential flow aerodynamic tools and high-order finite element
analysis. The end result of this objective provided a new HWB structural weight
estimation tool that is sensitive to more design parameters and can be used during
the conceptual design phase.
The procedure and analysis tools contained in the HWB M&S environment were
then applied to a number of historical wings to validate the model. The load-carrying
wing structure of four aluminum subsonic transports was modeled and the predicted
structural weights were compared to the actual data. The predicted values for the
load-carrying structural weight agreed well with the historical data using the 0σ
statistical loading method. This was an encouraging result considering the limited
knowledge regarding the structural details of the actual design and the few number
of load cases. If reasonable values were chosen for such parameters as rib spacing
and spar location, the structural weight was primarily dependent upon the overall
size, shape, and weight of the aircraft. During this study a linear relationship was
found relating the load-carrying to the total structural wing weight. The resulting
calibration factor not only served as a starting point for the baseline HWB model, it
substantiated the approach of modeling only the HWB load-carrying structure and
assuming it would capture the trends in the design space.
A baseline HWB configuration was defined used as a calibration point for the M&S
environment. The calibration factor derived from the conventional wing study was
first applied but yielded results approximately eighteen percent below the expected
value. This result was not unanticipated since the applicability of a calibration fac-
tor derived from metallic wings and then applied to an unconventional configuration
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using advanced materials was always uncertain. Although, refining the theoretical
composite material properties used for the calibration study to perhaps reflect the
uncertainty surrounding their performance would be an easy implementation from a
programming standpoint and would reduce the required calibration factors in Equa-
tion 14.
With the M&S calibration the next two research objectives could be accomplished.
First, results from an independent HWB structural weight estimation study were ob-
tained and used for a comparative analysis. The results showed good agreement in
both the magnitude of the numbers and the relationship to the overall vehicle size.
This is a very encouraging result given that these studies were performed indepen-
dently, used different analysis tools, and used a different HWB baseline calibration
point. This study also revealed that there appears to be a constant cabin bay width
of between eight and nine feet that provides a minimum weight solution for HWB
centerbody section as the vehicle scales among different passenger classes.
One early question that arose when this research effort was initiated was “How
much do the outboard wings really matter to the centerbody?” To answer this ques-
tion, statistical modeling techniques were first used to identify the critical design
parameters of the outboard wing with respect to the centerbody structural weight. A
first ANOVA study was performed which examined only outboard wing parameters
and a smaller number of critical parameters, including the outboard wingspan bow,
leading edge sweep ΛLE,ow, wing twist φow, root chord cr,ow, and finally tip chord ct,ow
were chosen for further consideration. Another ANOVA study was performed that
used these outboard wing parameters in addition to parameters defining the center-
body cabin size. Results showed the outboard wing parameters were not nearly as
critical as the centerbody size but technically statistically significant. Also revealed
during study was the two-factor interactions significantly contribute to the variability
of the centerbody structural weight and needed to be adequately accounted for during
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the surrogate modeling process.
The last objective of this thesis was to enable the features of the new HWB
structural weight estimation M&S environment to be utilized during the conceptual
design phase and existing aircraft sizing routines. This objective was accomplished
by the use of surrogate modeling where the response parameters were the structural
weight of the various HWB sections. The fit of the ANN were less than desired,
but were sufficient enough to predict the centerbody structural weight and observe
trends in the design space by the use of a prediction profiler. The observed trends
of the centerbody weight with respect to the outboard wing parameters supported
the earlier observation that the outboard wings had little effect on the centerbody
structural weight, at least when compared to the cabin area.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
A number of immediate improvements could be made to the M&S environment such
as refinement of the material properties or adding load cases. The clumping observed
during the surrogate model fitting process is most likely due to the root chord of
the outboard wing driving most of the structural response given its significance to
the planform parameterization process. A variable transformation might account for
this behavior in the surrogate models and improve the fit statistics and predictive
capability.
The overall approach and the analysis tools utilized for this HWB environment
could be extended to other aircraft configurations. The overall method formulation
in Chapter 3 is general in the sense that the HWB geometry and structural model
just need to be replaced, the physics of the analysis remain unchanged.
Due to the number of design parameters provided by the environment and the
high-order analysis tools, the environment is sensitive to many degrees-of-freedom.
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This feature could make the environment an excellent test platform for the develop-
ment of uncertainty quantification methods related to the structural sizing process.
Rather than producing a single determinant structural weight prediction, statistical
distributions could be placed on the uncertain parameters such as the material prop-
erties or the tolerance of the structural dimensions. This would result in a statistical
distribution of structural weight and provide a traceable and quantifiable approach





Table 18: Material properties for conventional wing study.
Material Aluminum 7075 Aluminum 2024
Et (Msi) 10.4 10.5
Ec (Msi) 10.5 10.7
G (Msi) 4.0 4.0
νt 0.300 0.313
νc 0.313 0.338
σtu (ksi) 78.0 64.0
σty (ksi) 70.0 47.0
σcy (ksi) 70.0 39.0





































Table 22: Material properties of effective laminates.





Et1 (Msi) 10.5 13.2 8.10
Et2 (Msi) 5.02 3.99 4.65
Ec1 (Msi) 9.82 12.4 7.62
Ec2 (Msi) 4.78 3.84 4.43
νt12 0.43 0.42 0.55
νc12 0.43 0.42 0.55
G12 (Msi) 2.54 1.86 3.20
G13 (Msi) 0.547 0.543 0.545
G23 (Msi) 0.547 0.543 0.544
ρ ( lbs
in3




Table 23: Skin stiffener type, rib spacing, and spar locations used for conventional
wing study. Spar locations are given as a fraction of the chord length and are the
values used at the root of the wing[27].
Aircraft
Skin Rib Front Middle Rear
stiffener spacing (in) spar spar spar
Boeing 737 z 31 0.10 N/A 0.63
Boeing 727 z 28 0.17 N/A 0.61
DC-8 z 32 0.13 0.39 0.58
L-1011 z 21 0.10 N/A 0.60
Table 24: Aircraft takeoff weights, materials, and fuel weights used for conventional
wing study[3]. Aluminum 7075 was used for all ribs and spars.
Aircraft
WTO Fuel Upper skin Lower skin
(lbs) weight (lbs) material material
Boeing 737 100,800 16,043
Aluminum Aluminum
7075 2024










Table 25: Engine weight and locations used for conventional wing study[3]. Engine
locations are given as a fraction of the wing semispan.
Aircraft
Weight per Engine 1 Engine 2
engine (lbs) location location
Boeing 737 4,083 0.34 N/A
Boeing 727 N/A N/A N/A
DC-8 6,765 0.35 0.60
L-1011 9,195 0.41 N/A
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APPENDIX C
ADDITIONAL RESULTS AND SURROGATE MODEL FIT
STATISTICS
C.1 Additional ANOVA Results
Figure 41: ANOVA results for the outboard wing weight while only varying outboard
wing parameters (Ftotal = 807).
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Figure 42: ANOVA results for the trapezoidal wing weight while only varying out-
board wing parameters (Ftotal = 784).
Figure 43: ANOVA results for rear centerbody weight while only varying outboard
wing parameters (Ftotal = 145).
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Figure 44: ANOVA results for total structural weight while only varying outboard
wing parameters (Ftotal = 782).
Figure 45: ANOVA results for the total structural weight while varying both out-
board wing and centerbody parameters (Ftotal = 716).
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C.2 Surrogate Model Fit Statistics
Figure 46: Summary of fit statistics for the outboard wing structural weight ANN.
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Figure 47: Summary of fit statistics for the trapezoidal wing structural weight ANN.
Figure 48: Summary of fit statistics for the rear centerbody structural weight ANN.
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Figure 49: Summary of fit statistics for the total airframe structural weight ANN.
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APPENDIX D
MATLAB IMPLEMENTATION OF HWB STRUCTURAL
WEIGHT SURROGATE MODELS
The following sections contain MATLAB functions that implement the Artificial Neu-
ral Networks developed in Section 5.3. Each function returns the predicted structural
weight as a function of the nine design variables contained in the columns of the n×m
matrix inputs. Each row contains a unique setting of the design variables and the
response matrix will be n × 1. The columns reserved for each design variable in the
matrix inputs can be seen in Table 26.






1 nbay nbay Number of centerbody cabin bays
2 WTO WTO Aircraft takeoff gross weight
3 φow phiOW Twist angle at tip of outboard wing
4 bow bOW Span of the outboard wing section
5 ΛLE,ow LambdaOW Sweep angle of outboard wing leading edge
6 cr,ow crOW Chord length at root of outboard wing sec-
tion
7 ct,ow ctOW Chord length at tip of outboard wing sec-
tion
8 ΛLE,cb LambdaCB Sweep angle of centerbody leading edge
9 Scabin Scabin Area of the passenger cabin
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D.1 Centerbody Structural Weight
function WcbANN=WcbANNFUN(inputs)





































































D.2 Outboard Wing Structural Weight
function WowANN=WowANNFUN(inputs)


































































































D.3 Trapezoidal Wing Structural Weight
function WtwANN=WtwANNFUN(inputs)






















































































































D.4 Rear Centerbody Structural Weight
function WrcANN=WrcANNFUN(inputs)





















































































































D.5 Total Airframe Structural Weight
function WairframeANN=WairframeANNFUN(inputs)
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